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Abstract

In the classic view of the central dogma of biology, ribonucleic acids (RNA) only code for proteins. However, many exceptions to this dogma are now known as a result of genomic studies and spectroscopy and microscopy techniques at the single-molecule level. Now it is well known that some RNA molecules are involved in splicing, signal recognition of proteins and even have catalytic activity per se. Such roles have been identified to the shape that the RNA molecule can adopt.

In this thesis we show the design, construction and calibration of an optical setup for measure at the single-molecule level, fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) to study different physical and biological characteristics of short and long RNA molecules. The optical setup was made up of three main parts, a laser light source for excitation of dyes, a commercial epi-fluorescent microscope and an ultra sensitive single photon detectors. The calibration of the optical setup was made by using short DNA-labeled fragments with donor-acceptor dyes attached at opposite ends of the DNA molecules. A calibration curve for FRET was obtained. The calibration curve was used to measure for the first time the end-to-end distances of RNA molecules obtained from different biological sources. Our results prove that the two ends of the RNA molecules studied are in close proximity. These results might indicate that the close proximity provides a so called “effective circularization” of RNA molecules that should facilitate translation.

We also observed with smFRET that conserved RNA-targets sequences, located in the messenger RNA of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1), adopt different structural changes by punctual mutations and temperature changes. Our results suggest the equilibrium coexistence of different RNA conformations, whose population percentage are easily changed by moderate temperature changes. To study if the observed RNA populations expose its RNA-target sequence, the RNA-Induced Silencing Complex (RISC), consisting in its core of an Argonaute protein (Thermus thermophilus Argonaute) and a short single-stranded interference RNA (siRNA) either Pol or Nef, was incubated with the above RNA-targets and FRET measurements were performed. Our results indicate that RNA-punctual mutations may help or affect to the RNA target to escape of cleaving by RISC complex.
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Introduction

A large number of instrumental techniques have been developed to understand the inner workings of the machinery found in living organisms on length scales ranging from the molecular to the macroscopic. For instance, fluorescence based methods such as diffuse optical imaging, magnetic resonance imaging, bio-luminescence imaging, and fluorescence microscopy have allowed to observe biological processes such as metabolic states of the cells at microscopic scale [1]. Microfluidic device technologies have allowed to study the interaction between protein-protein or protein-deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA’s) [2]. Other techniques such as light scattering, X-ray, and neutron scattering are also currently employed to study molecular systems [3]. However, the aforementioned generally only provide the average behavior of an ensemble of molecules and thus cannot resolve, for instance, the many different possible conformational changes of the molecules in study [4]. Nevertheless, over the past two decades single-molecule techniques based in fluorescence and force spectroscopy have been developed. These techniques have enabled us to go beyond ensemble average measurements to the ability to observe static properties and dynamics of interconversion between different states of individual bio-macromolecules under biologically relevant conditions [5–8]. These developments in single-molecule detection is one of the most promising applications not only in biological system but also in physical or chemical systems [9]. Among the different single-molecules techniques, Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) [10,11], also known as Förster Resonance Energy Transfer in honor to Theodore Förster who in 1948 development the main theory [12], is the most popular and arguably the most general approach for studying single molecules. In biological systems this technique has been directly used to resolve intermediate states, static and dynamic sub-populations in solutions, and multiple process where ribonucleic acids (RNAs), nucleic acids (DNAs) and proteins are involved. For example, by using FRET at single molecule level (smFRET), Margittai and coworkers [13] observed that free syntaxin 1 protein, a small integral membrane
protein that is abundantly expressed in neurons and neuroendocrine cells, switches
between an inactive closed and an active open configuration with a relaxation time of
0.8 ms. Their results explain why regulatory proteins such as SNAP 25 are needed to
arrest the syntaxin 1 in one conformational state. Yusdi S et al. [14] using smFRET
studied the polymerase conformational transitions that precede nucleotide addition
by the DNA polymerase I. They clearly distinguish open and closed conformations
that predominate in Pol-DNA and Pol-DNA-dNTP complexes, respectively. Moreover,
they observed that in the absence of substrate, DNA polymerase I shows high
degree of conformational flexibility. Such flexibility was not anticipated on the basis
of the available crystallographic structures. Other important and interesting results
of protein folding detected by smFRET are described in references [15–20].
Implementation of smFRET to study RNA molecules has revealed a repertoire of
dynamic properties of RNA molecules that are difficult to analyze with ensemble
experiments, including nonaccumulative folding intermediate states, parallel folding
pathways, and equilibrium conformational fluctuations [21–23,25,148]. These single-
molecule results indicate that RNA molecules fold across a highly rugged energy
landscape, along a multitude of folding pathways, and through many intermediate
folding states.
The success of FRET relies in that it allows to observe dynamics and molecular
interactions at the 1 to 10 nm scale [101], a scale comparable to the size of most
bio-molecules. This is achieved by using only two fluorophores, one called donor and
another called acceptor. The fluorophores are attached at two different sites of the
molecule under study without affecting its biological or physical function. Conforma-
tional changes in the host molecule implies fluctuation in the separation distance of
the two dyes causing changes in fluorescence intensities of the donor and the accep-
tor. This variation of fluorescence is used as an indicator of the dynamics of the host
molecule. Additionally, because the two fluorophores are on different parts of the
molecule, intermolecular motion can be measured in the molecular center of mass.
In this thesis we use FRET to measure the proximity between the ends of some
ribonucleic acid molecules obtained from Cowpea Chlorotic Mottle Virus (CCMV),
Brome mosaic virus (BMV) as well the fungus *Trichoderma atroviride* (*T. atroviride*).
Also, we use FRET to monitoring ensemble and structural changes of HIV-1 based
RNA targets as a function of temperature as well as its interaction with an RNA-Induced Silencing Complex (RISC). In this chapter, we review FRET theory in order to present the fundamental concepts of this technique and we outline the remainder of this dissertation.

1.1. Physical Description of FRET

Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer technique is based on the physical processes that happen when an excited fluorophore called donor transfers energy non-radiatively to a fluorophore, called acceptor, via a weak induced electronic dipole-dipole coupling mechanism. This process can be described schematically by the Jablonski diagram [27] as shown in figure (1.1).

![Jablonski Diagram](image)

Figure 1.1.: Schematic representation of resonance energy transfer from the donor dye to the acceptor dye through the Jablonski Diagram.

Jablonski diagram is basically an energy diagram arranged with horizontal lines that represent the limits of electronic energy states. $S_0$ corresponds to the lowest electronic-state while $S_1$ and $S_2$ correspond to electronic-excited states. Within each electronic energy state there are multiple vibronic energy states that may be coupled with the electronic state. When a donor dye absorbs a photon from an external source such as a laser, it goes from $S_0$ to either $S_1$ or $S_2$ vibronic levels (Fig. 1.1). Thereafter, non-radiative internal conversion brings to the donor to the lowest excited singlet $S_1$ or $S_2$ in picosecond scale (dashed blue arrow). Non-radiative relaxation or emission of a photon can take place within nanoseconds and brings back the donor to one of
the vibronic sublevels of the ground state (orange arrow). However, the donor can also relax via conversion to a triplet state, or in the presence of a suitable acceptor (Fig. 1.2), it may transfer excited state energy directly to the acceptor, without emitting a photon, via coupling electronic states (black arrows in Fig. 1.1). This last scenario is called resonance energy transfer (RET). The result is the excitation of the acceptor to an excited state ($S_1$ or $S_2$) for later decaying emitting a photon at a new wavelength. The mechanism of coupling the vibrational levels of the donor and the acceptor can be understood via a virtual photon coupling as it is assumed in the quantum electrodynamic approach for RET processes [31].

1.2. Rate of Energy Transfer in RET

Considering a donor ($D$) and an acceptor ($A$) dyes immersed in a homogenous medium ($\epsilon$) with vector of position $\vec{R}_D$ and $\vec{R}_A$ respectively (Fig. 1.2). The distance of separation between $D$ and $A$ is defined as $\vec{R} = \vec{R}_A - \vec{R}_D$.

![Diagram](image.png)

Figure 1.2.: Schematic representation of donor and acceptor dyes immersed in a medium with electric permittivity $\epsilon$ and separated a distance $\vec{R}$. The dipole moments of donor and acceptor are denoted as $\vec{\mu}_D$ and $\vec{\mu}_A$ respectively while $\theta_D$ and $\theta_A$ are the angles between these dipoles and the vector joining the donor and the acceptor.

As initial state, we assume that the donor has absorbed a photon from an external field and it is in the excited state while the acceptor is in the ground state. As final state the donor decays from the excited state emitting a photon or transferring the energy to the acceptor. Quantum electrodynamics (QED) tells us that such excitation transfer is mediated by a virtual photon, a messenger particle that cannot be directly detected and which, by its creation and subsequent annihilation, electro-
1.2. Rate of Energy Transfer in RET

magnetically couples the donor decay and acceptor excitation [30]. In this approach the initial $|i\rangle$ and final $|f\rangle$ can be expressed as

$$
|i\rangle = |0\rangle|\psi_D\rangle|\psi_A\rangle|\phi_D^0\rangle|\phi_A^m\rangle,
$$

$$
|f\rangle = |0\rangle|\psi_D\rangle|\psi_A^*\rangle|\phi_D^p\rangle|\phi_A^l\rangle,$$

(1.1)

where $|\phi_k\rangle$ and $|\psi_k\rangle$ ($k = D, A$) are the electronic and vibrational states [31], and $|0\rangle = |0(\vec{p}, s)\rangle$ is the virtual occupation number state [28] (where $\vec{p}$ denoted mode and $s$ denoted polarization). Then the rate of energy transfer from the donor to the acceptor is obtained through the Fermi’s golden rule expression as [28,29]

$$
M_{fi} = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} \sum_{i,f} \rho(i)|\langle f|T|i\rangle|^2 \delta(E_i - E_f)
$$

(1.2)

where $T$ is the time-independent portion of the multipolar Hamiltonian operator for the FRET system [30]. Introducing initial and final states (1.1) in Eq. (1.2) it is possible to derive a mathematical expression for the rate of energy transfer [30]

$$
W_F = \sum_{n,l,m,p} |T_{DA}(k, \vec{R})|^2 |\langle \phi_D^{(l)}| \phi_D^{(n)} \rangle|^2 |\langle \phi_A^{(p)}| \phi_A^{(m)} \rangle|^2 \delta(\Delta E_D - \Delta E_A)
$$

(1.3)

where $T_{DA}(k, \vec{R})$ is the coupling tensor

$$
T_{DA}(k, \vec{R}) = \frac{k^3\mu_A\mu_D e^{ikR}}{4\pi\epsilon}
\left[ \eta_3 \left( \frac{1}{k^3 R^3} - \frac{i}{k^2 R^2} \right) - \eta_1 \frac{1}{kR} \right]
$$

(1.4)

and $\eta_j$ is called the orientational factor defined as

$$
\eta_j = \hat{n}_D \cdot \hat{n}_A - j(\hat{n}_D \cdot \hat{n}_R)(\hat{n}_D \cdot \hat{n}_R), \quad j = 1, 3
$$

(1.5)

where $\hat{n}_D$, $\hat{n}_A$ and $\hat{n}_R$ being units vectors oriented along the transition dipoles of the donor and acceptor molecules and their separation vector $\vec{R}$ respectively.

From equations (1.3) and (1.4) we can see that the rate of energy transfer from a donor to an acceptor contain three terms; the first one scales with $W_F \sim R^{-6}$, the second scale with $W_F \sim R^{-4}$, and the third with $W_F \sim R^{-2}$. The first term is dominant in the short-range or the near zone [33] region where $kR \ll 1$, and is
identical to the one deduced by Förster for the physical phenomena of FRET. The second term corresponding to energy transfer in the induction zone and it comes into play at distances beyond the near field, where the $KR << 1$ no longer holds. The third term corresponding to energy transfer in the radiation ($kR >> 1$) zone and take place when a donor emits a photon and the acceptor absorbs the same photon. However the probability for such an event is extremely small because at reasonable fluorophore concentrations the emitted photon is radiated in an arbitrary direction and thus mostly does not encounter an acceptor fluorophore in its path.

1.3. FRET spectral overlap integral

As in the conventional Förster theory, the first term of equation (1.3) can be written in terms of the molar extinction coefficient of the acceptor $\eta(\nu)$ and the normalized emission spectrum of donor $f(\nu)$, by decomposing the $\delta$ function over the range of all possible energy values as

$$W_F = \left(\frac{1}{R^6}\right) \frac{9000\ln(10)\Phi_D \eta^2_3 c^4}{128\pi^5 n^4 N_A \tau_D} \int_0^\infty f(\nu)\epsilon(\nu) \frac{d\nu}{\nu^4}, \quad (1.6)$$

where $n$ is the index of refraction of the medium, $c$ refers to the speed of light (cm/s), $N_A$ is Avogadro’s number, $\tau_D = \tau\Phi_D$ is the total lifetime of the donor excited state in absence of the acceptor, whit $\Phi_D$ the quantum yield of donor and $\tau$ is the radiative relaxation time of the donor. The parameter $\eta^2_3$ is the orientation factor for FRET. It tell us that the FRET interaction between a donor and an acceptor occur if the donor emission dipole moment and the acceptor absorption dipole moment are in favorable orientation (see Fig. 1.2). This orientation factor in the Förster theory is denoted as $\kappa^2$, and assumes a numerical value of 2/3 provided that both probes can undergo unrestricted isotropic motion.

The integral in equation (1.6) is know as overlap integral, $J(\nu = \omega/2\pi)$ and express the degree of overlap or resonance between the donor fluorescence spectrum and the acceptor absorption cross section spectrum. It means that the energy lost from excited donor to ground state excite the acceptor group. The figure (1.3) shows an example of the amount of spectral overlap between the dyes Alexa fluor 546 (donor)
and Alexa fluor 647 (acceptor).

Figure 1.3.: Absorption (continuous line) and emission (dashed lines) spectral properties of alexa fluor 546 and alexa fluor 647. Gray box indicate the overlap integral $J(\nu)$ between these dyes. Imagen obtained from Invitrogen SpectraViewer [34]

### 1.4. Efficiency of Energy Transfer

Measuring the rate of resonant energy transfer from a donor to an acceptor could be complicated. Instead, most readily accessible measure is obtained by the efficiency of energy transfer $E$ defined as [12]

$$E = \frac{R_6}{R_6 + R^6}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.7)

where the term $R_o$ has units of length and can be determined directly from the overlap integral, equation (1.6), as

$$R^6_o = 8.8 \times 10^{-25} \frac{\kappa^2 \phi D}{r^4} \int_0^\infty f(\nu)\epsilon(\nu) \frac{d\nu}{\nu^4}. \hspace{1cm} (1.8)$$

$R_o$ is known as Förster’s distance and means the distance at which the rate (or probability per unit of time) of transfer efficiency is 50%. Spectroscopy measurements performed by the suppliers of fluorescent dyes provide generally the value of $R_o$ for the pair of dyes chosen. For example, the value of $R_o$ reported by Molecular Probes (Invitrogen) for dye pairs Alexa Fluor 546 and Alexa Fluor 647 has a value of $R_o = 74\text{Å}$ in TE buffer solution (10 mM Tris-HCl pH=8.0, 1 mM EDTA) and at
1.5. Efficiency of Energy transfer in terms of fluorescent intensities

For FRET experiments the selection of pair of dyes should be taken into account depending on the separations involved in the sample under study. For example the $E$ value at $R = 5$ nm of separation distance between the Tryptophan (donor) and the Dansyl (acceptor) dyes ($R_o = 24\,\text{Å}$) is close to zero. Therefore, for this pair of dyes no information is available at distances large that 5 nm.

1.5. Efficiency of Energy transfer in terms of fluorescent intensities

Due to the relation between fluorescence lifetime and intensity of fluorescence emitted by the donor in absence or in presence of an acceptor, it is possible to express the efficiency of energy transfer from a donor to an acceptor in terms of their fluorescence emission intensities, $I_D$ and $I_A$ respectively, as [36]

$$E = \frac{R_o^6}{R_o^6 + R^6} = \frac{I_A}{I_A + \gamma I_D}$$

(1.9)

where the factor $\gamma = \phi_A \eta_A / \phi_D \eta_D$ depends on the collection efficiencies of the fluorescence intensity of the donor ($\eta_D$) and the acceptor ($\eta_A$) as well as of their quantum yields $\phi_D$ and $\phi_A$ respectively.

The FRET efficiency $E$ given in equation (1.9) probably is the most common method for measuring the efficiency of energy transfer from donor to acceptor. However, the FRET efficiency $E$ can also be obtained by measuring the donor fluorescence lifetime as $E = 1 - \tau_{DA} / \tau_D$, where $\tau_{DA}$ is the fluorescence lifetime of the donor in presence of an acceptor. FRET efficiency determined from donor lifetimes has the clear advantage that is not subject to background and instrumental corrections of the donor and acceptor intensities [36].

Conclusion

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a technique that has been performed mostly by biophysicists. It allows to measure distances of a few nanometers by using two fluorescent dyes, one called donor and another called acceptor, making
FRET extremely sensitive to small distances where the intermolecular interaction frequently occurs. The quantum electrodynamic approach used to describe the physical phenomenon of FRET tell us that the probability of resonance energy transfer from a donor to an acceptor not only depends on distance, but also on the suitability of the dipole pair to resonate *per se*. That is, the selection of suitable FRET pairs has to take into account that the donor possesses a high quantum yield $\Phi_D$, so that sufficient excited state energy is available for transfer, and the acceptor possess a high molar extinction coefficient, so that it can absorb the donated energy with high efficiency. Moreover, the emission spectrum of the donor and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor must overlap. Lower values of this overlap may also lead to FRET interaction but only at distances smaller than $R < 10$ nm as is in the case of Tryptophan and Dansyl dye pairs. Other factor involved in FRET interaction is the orientation dipole moments $\kappa^2$ of both dyes, but in case of random dipoles, the $\kappa$ value is estimated as $2/3$. This assumption is true for many but not all situations. In systems where the non-random orientation of dipoles is observed (e.g., biomembranes), the $\kappa$ value needs correction [37].
Optical Setup For Measuring FRET

Different spectroscopy techniques have been implemented for measuring FRET. The most common involve the use of standard fluorescence microscopy techniques such as wide field epi-fluorescence [38], total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) [38, 39], two-photon excitation [40], and confocal microscopy [41, 42]. Each of them has specific advantages as well as disadvantages. Nevertheless, a common problem is to maximize the signal from a single donor and a single acceptor while at the same time scrupulously minimize background photons, noise from unwanted sources, and detector dark counts [43]. In this chapter we show the implementation of our optical setup for measuring FRET at the level of single molecule as well as in ensemble average. The FRET setup was made up of three main parts, a laser light source for excitation of fluorophores, a commercial epi-fluorescence microscope for collection of the fluorescence signal through confocal detection and ultra sensitive single photon detectors.

2.1. Illumination system

In order to implement an optical setup for measuring FRET, an illumination light laser centered at 515 nm (Excelsior-515-50 of Spectra Physics) was coupled to an epifluorescent microscopy Nikon Eclipse E800 by using two mirrors, \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \), to guide the excitation laser light into the collector lens of the microscope. The wavelength of the laser was chosen to match the properties of the donor dye and reduce direct excitation of the acceptor. In this thesis the fluorescent molecules used as donor were the Alexa Fluor 546 (AF546) and the Cyanine-3 (Cy3).

To increase the incident laser beam diameter into collector lens, such that a tight focus could be achieved at the back focal plane of every objective into the nose-piece of the microscope, a beam expander (10X objective CP-Achromatic 10X/0.25, Zeiss
Optics), mounted on three-dimensional micrometer translation stage (NF15AP25, Thorlabs) to facilitate its alignment with the optical path, was placed between the optical path from $M_2$ to the collector lens (Fig 2.1).

![Schematic of illumination system](image)

**Figure 2.1.:** Illumination optical system for FRET experiments. The laser is directed by mirrors $M_1$ and $M_2$ to the collector lens of the Nikon Eclipse E800 microscope. The laser is collimated by the illumination optical system of the microscope and focused by the Plan Apo Nikon 100X objective.

To align the laser light with the illumination optical axis of the microscope, the nose-piece of the microscope was rotated to select 10X objective. The mirrors $M_1$-$M_2$ were adjusted in absence of the beam expander to align the laser beam parallel to the vertical axis of the microscope. The beam expander was installed and adjusted while ensuring that the beam travels through the center of the optical lenses of the microscope. The laser power was adjusted with different neutral density filters (ND), collimated and directed with the illumination optical system of the microscope towards a filter cube G-2A (Nikon). The filter cube G-2A reflected the laser light into the microscope nose-piece. Mirrors $M_1$-$M_2$ and the 10X beam expander were adjusted again until the laser was visible on the ceiling above the 10X objective as a green, speckled circle. After which a mirror was placed upside down on the stage of the microscope to reflect the light back toward the filter cube G-2A. $M_1$ and $M_2$ were slightly adjusted again until the incoming beam and the reflected beam overlap completely. To verify that the laser was on the center of field of view, a reticule mounted into the microscope nose-piece was selected to confirm it. Schematic optical diagram of the illumination system is shown in figure (2.1). The beam expander was placed at $L = 45.2$ mm behind of collector lens to achieve conjugated planes with every objective of the microscope.
2.1.1. Spot Size

An oil-immersion objective (Plan Apo 100X, NA=1.4, WD=0.016 mm, Nikon) was used to focus the laser beam onto the sample for both single-molecule and ensemble FRET experiments. The 100X objective has spherical and chromatic corrections so that provides perfect axial and lateral color matching. The high numerical aperture (NA=1.4) of the objective allows to gather light from single molecules.

The laser spot size of the 100X objective was determined by focusing the laser into a test precision target of 0.01 mm scale (Thorlabs) and recording the image with a Cyber-shot DSC-W610 Nikon camera (Fig. 2.2). The spot diameter was measured analyzing the image on free-software ImageJ [44] which provided a spot size of 0.96 ± 0.021 µm. According to diffraction theory for Gaussian diffraction limit [45],

\[ d = 1.27 \lambda f/D = 0.24 \mu m \]

Figure 2.2.: The diameter of the focused spot from 100X objective onto a precision target of 0.01 mm scale.

this diameter should have a value of \( d = 1.27\lambda f/D = 0.24 \mu m \) for our 100X objective ( \( f = 0.16 \) mm is the focal length of the objective and, \( D = 5 \) mm, is the input beam diameter). However, the above calculation assumes a perfectly collimated Gaussian-shaped and in our case possible aberrations in the optical elements of the beam expander may have altered the intensity distribution so that the spot size is slightly larger than the diffraction limit.

2.2. Confocal detection

Fluorescence emitted by the donor and the acceptor dyes were collected through the same 100X objective and transmitted through the filter cube G-2A toward tube lens \( L_1 \) (see Fig. (2.3)). The tube lens forms the primary image plane of the 100X objective at a distance of 8 cm measured from the surface platform, situated above
the head of the microscope where is the trinocular tube, to where the image plane is formed. This distance was measured using fluorescent micro-spheres with 0.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) of diameter and internally labeled with fluorescent dye TetramethylRhodamine (Bangs Laboratories). Low molar concentration of micro-spheres were introduced into a rectangular capillary tubing (0.05 mm of internal wall and 0.05 mm of external wall, Model 5005, Vitrocom) by capillarity and focused with the 100X objective. The micro-spheres were recorder on the image plane with a CCD camera placed at previous reported distance.

For FRET experiments, a single interference band-pass filter 67-118 BF1 (Techsnpec 514.5nm OD4, Edmund Optics) was placed before the tube lens to remove stray laser light at 515 nm transmitted from the filter cube G-2A.

To achieve the extremely high signal-to-noise ratio for single-molecule detection, we placed at the image plane position a precision 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) pinhole (Thorlabs). The pin-hole rejects fluorescence originated from outside the focal region and fluorescence collected from peripheral light. Moreover it decreases sources of background fluorescence from Ramman and Rayleigh scattering [46].

![Pinhole Diagram](image)

Figure 2.3.: Optical rays from different focal planes are collected by the objective but mainly rays from focal plane (orange rays) pass through the pinhole.

We achieved with the pinhole that a point light source was imaged at the object plane so that the illuminated point and the source were confocal. In other words, only an object in the volume confocal to the source and pinhole will contribute to
the detected light. According to Elisabeth et al. [47], the confocal probe volume can be approximated as a cylinder with a radius defined by the diffraction limited waist of a Gaussian beam as

$$V_p \sim (\pi/2)^{3/2} d^2 z_0/4$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)$$

where \(d\) is the spot diameter of our 100X objective and \(z_0 \sim 1 \mu m\) its depth of focus (data provided by the manufacturer). Then according to equation (2.1) the estimated probe volume of our experimental system has a value of \(V_p \sim 2 \text{ fL}\). Therefore the probability \(P\) of detecting a single-molecule, in a concentration between \(C=90-120\) pM, is \(P = CV_pN_A \sim 0.1-0.14\) [48] (\(N_A\) is Avogadro’s number). The low value of single-molecule occupancy probability at above concentrations guarantees that only one molecule is in the volume probed by the laser.

### 2.2.1. Fluorescence Detection Setup

Fluorescence emitted by the donor and the acceptor that passed the confocal pinhole was collimated by an achromatic doublet lens \(L_2\) (effective focal length \(eфl_2 = 100\) mm. Edmund Optics) and directed towards a dichroic mirror (BS2) 540DRLP (Omega optical) which separated the donor and acceptor the fluorescence. Since the BS2 is unable to separate completely between the donor and the acceptor light, an optical filter centered at 580 nm with FWHM=30 (580DF30, Omega optical) and other one centered at 670 nm with FWHM=40 (670DF40, Omega optical) were placed in the optical path of the donor and the acceptor signal respectively. Each component (donor and acceptor fluorescence) was focused onto a single photon counting module (SPCM-AQR-14, Perkin-Elmer Optoelectronics), mounted on three-dimensional micrometer translation stages (NF15AP25, Thorlabs), using doubled achromatic lens (\(L_A\) \(eфl = 45\) mm and \(L_D, \ eфl = 40\) mm, Edmund Optics). For each fluorescent-photon burst detected by the single photon counting module in an integration time \(t = 1\) ms, stream of bits were sent directly to a SCB-68 card (National Instruments) and stored in a computer through an home-built Labview algorithm. Details of the Labview algorithm can be consulted in the appendix [??]. The integration time of 1 ms was selected for our FRET measurements since for biological samples with freely
diffusion motion, the typical residence time of the molecules in the laser volume is around 1 ms [50].

![Diagram of optical setup](image)

Figure 2.4.: Schematic diagram of the optical setup mounted in the laboratory for single-molecule FRET experiments. The excitation laser light is shown in green and the fluorescence emission from the donor and the acceptor is shown in yellow and red respectively. Lenses $L(A)$ and $L(D)$ focus the fluorescent emission of the acceptor and the donor onto separated detectors. The detectors send the counts information to a personal computer through a SCB-68 card from National Instruments.

### 2.2.2. Detection alignment

The donor channel (D-channel) detector was aligned with the confocal volume by focusing immobilized fluorescent micro-spheres. Fluorescence emitted by micro-spheres was collected by the same objective and D-channel detector was adjusted until maximum intensity was detected in a bin-time of 1 ms. The acceptor channel (A-channel)
detector was aligned by using FRET between donor dye alexa fluor 546 (AF546) and acceptor dye alexa fluor 647 (AF647). Low concentration mixture of above fluorophores was focused at low intensity with the 100X objective. Then, the A-channel detector was adjusted until maximum intensity was detected in a bin-time of 1 ms. Figure (2.5A-B) shows the photon trajectories in the D-channel and A-channel respectively due to its alignment with the confocal volume. Fewer number of counts in the A-channel compared to the D-channel is due to the different samples used for its alignment and not by the optical properties of the system. The total optical design of our setup for measure FRET is schematically described in figure (2.4). The laser and all optical components used in the illumination and the detection systems were mounted over an optical table with rigid spacers coupled to Thorlabs cage system components to ensure that the optical components were free of vibrations.

We estimate the collection efficiency in both detection channels by directing attenuated white light intensity in the condenser lens of the microscope. After, optical filters centered at 580 nm or centered at 670 nm were mounted over the sub-stage of the condenser lens. Light power over the optical filters was measured with the P100 power meter giving a value of $\sim 1\mu W$. A dark disk cardboard with a pinhole of 250 $\mu m$ on its center, covered the optical filters. The power over the pinhole was estimated to be of the order of 0.12 nW and 0.17 nW when the 580 nm and 679 nm optical filters were mounted onto condenser lens respectively. The 250 $\mu m$ pinhole was focused with the 100X objective and the collected light by the microscope was
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Figure 2.5.: Photon trajectories originates from (A) fluorescent microsphere of 0.5$\mu m$ of diameter in the D-channel, (B) and mixture of AF546-A647 dyes in the A-channel.
2.3. Background Signal

directed toward the detectors. The number of counts from each detectors was converted into power and compared to the collected power. The collection efficiency for D-channel was about $\eta_D \sim 5.3\%$ and for the A-channel $\eta_A \sim 9.8\%$. The difference in collection efficiency could be partially attributed to the photon detection efficiency of the single-photon counting module SPCM-AQR-14 because at 670 nm it has an efficiency of $\sim 72\%$ while at 580 nm it has an efficiency of $\sim 61\%$. With the above values, we could estimated the value of the correction factor $\gamma = \eta_A \phi_A / \eta_D \phi_D \approx 0.8$ for our optical setup for the case of dye pairs AF546 and AF647 (Quantum yields for above dyes reported by Invitrogen [51] are $\phi_D = 0.79$ and $\phi_A = 0.33$), nevertheless, the accuracy of the measures of $\eta_{A,D}$, variations in the quantum yield of the dyes due to effects of pH solution and temperature variations as well as variations of the quantum yield of the donor in presence of the acceptor, it makes that the correction factor $\gamma$ estimated using the above method may not be the most appropriated [52,53]. Accurate $\gamma$ measurements can be obtained by using alternating-laser excitation (ALEX) [52].

2.3. Background Signal

A single detection bin contains counts arising from fluorescence emission (if there is a fluorophore in the confocal volume), from scattering (Rayleigh and Ramman) of the excitation light, and a background signal from the electronic dark counts. To measured these contributions, we built several cleaned sample chambers. Briefly, a sample chamber consisted of a borosilicate glass rectangular tubing (wall diameter 0.05 mm, internal wall 0.05 mm, model 5005, Vitrocom Inc) which at each extreme had attached a sterile tube affixed with epoxy. The rectangular tubing was fixed on a cover glass with epoxy and cleaned with acetone, washed with nanopure water ($18\text{M}\Omega\text{cm}^{-1}$) and incubated in 1M of Potassium hydroxide (KOH) for 3 min. It was washed again, first with distilled water and after with absolute ethanol. Finally the sample chamber was cleaned again with distilled water. Schematic representation of the sample chamber is shown in figure (2.6).

We measured the background caused by the assembled chamber, dark counts from detectors, immersion oil (refractive index $n=1.517$, Sigma Aldrich) and different solvents worked in this thesis such as TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH=8.0, 1 mM EDTA,
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Figure 2.6.: Schematic representation of the sample chamber built for single-molecule FRET experiments

Solvents were loaded onto a sample chamber and focused at different laser power with the 100X objective a few microns below the glass wall. Figure (2.7) shows the typical photon background counts as a function of time in both channels (Donor, Acceptor) from the sources aforementioned obtained with a laser power of \(~50\) \(\mu\)W \((I \sim 6 \text{ KW/cm}^2)\), where acceptor counts are plotted inverted. From this

Figure 2.7.: (A) Number of counts detected in both channels in 1 ms time windows from background of TE buffer solution. Acceptor counts is plotted inverted. (B) Background counts from TE buffer solution in D-A-channels follows a Poisson distribution. The background mean in both channels was \(~2\) counts/ms at 50 \(\mu\)W \((I \sim 6 \text{ KW/cm}^2)\).

data we observed that the background counts occurred randomly at a fixed mean rate. The mean background in both channels was extracted by fitting the background
data with a Poisson distribution. Mean background in D-channel and A-channel was around to 2 counts/ms either in water, TE buffer, or in PBS 1X buffer. For laser powers above of $\sim 50 \, \mu\text{W}$, the mean background on both detector channels increases linearly. For instance at $\sim 80 \, \mu\text{W}$ the mean background in D- and A-channels increased to 3.1 and 2.7 counts/ms respectively, while at $\sim 150 \, \mu\text{W}$, it increased to 5.3 and 4.8 counts/ms respectively. For low intensity power (e. g. 20 $\mu$W) the mean background in both channels was 1.87 counts/ms, a similar value to the one obtain at 50 $\mu$W. For our single-molecule experiments we worked with a laser power of 50 $\mu$W. Background counts was similar with and without the Notch filter.

2.4. Crosstalk detection

Crosstalk from the donor AF546 signal to the A-channel was calculated by loading only donor fluorescent dye, at 120 pM in TE buffer solution, into a pre-incubated sample chamber with 0.001% of Tween 20 to prevent surface adhesion of the dye. The laser was focused into sample chamber and photon-burst (intervals during which the count rate increases significantly above the background signal) trajectory were recorded in a 1 ms of integration time. Figure (2.8) shows the time-dependent fluorescent signal observed when a donor transverse the probe volume. Because of the

![Figure 2.8](image_url)

Figure 2.8.: Single-molecule signal from freely diffusing alexa fluor 546. No significant cross-talk is detected at A-detection channel when alexa fluor 546 transverse the probe volume. In the inset is showed a typical burst time due to AF546 molecules transverse the confocal volume.
ground signal. Several things can be observed from the cross-talk photon AF546 trajectory: The first is that the signal from donor clearly is above of the background signal with a mean transit time of 1.3 ms and an average burst sizes of 20 counts/ms which results in an signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of \((S/N) \sim 14\), sufficient to distinguish single-molecule signals from background. The second, is that the observed jumps in signal intensity obeys a Poisson statistics as previous theoretical works have proved for freely diffusing single-molecule experiments \([55, 70]\). The third, is that a lower signal contribution (average 0.5 photons/ms) from the donor signal to the A-detection channel is detected. However, at high laser power \(\geq 300 \mu W\), \(\sim 3\) photons/ms appears in the acceptor channel. Therefore we decided to work at 50 \(\mu W\) of laser power. Crosstalk from acceptor signal to D-channel was not measured due to the lack of appropriate excitation light.

**Conclusion**

We present our optical setup used to observe single-molecule signals, specifically from FRET experiments. Our optical setup was built by coupling an illumination and a detection system to a commercial epi-fluorescent microscope. The illumination system contains a laser and a beam expander to create a spot of appropriate diameter at the back focal plane of the 100X objective mounted on the nose piece of the microscope. The 100X objective has a high numerical aperture that allows to maximize the collection efficiency of photons.

The detection system is based in confocal detection in order to limit the observation volume and minimize the background from Rayleigh and Raman scattering. The detection system also contains single-photon-counting avalanche photo-diodes which shows a high quantum yield as well as a fast temporal response. The detection system is completed by a SSCB-68 card that sends the data collected by the detectors to a personal computer through LabView home-built algorithm. Finally, negligible crosstalk was detected from single-molecule signals from donor into A-channel at 50-80 \(\mu W\) of laser power in the focus.
Optical Setup Calibration: FRET Efficiency as a Function of the Inter-dye Distance $R_{DA}$

Single-molecule FRET has been applied to both immobilized molecules on surface and in free diffusion [59]. With freely diffusing samples the transit time through the excitation region limits the longest time to follow the dynamics of a single molecule. However, it allows the ability to detect a great number of different molecules instead of only one molecule as it is in immobilized FRET experiments [60]. In both types of smFRET experiments, structural and dynamical information is commonly extracted from the FRET efficiency expression

$$E = (1 + (R_{DA}/R_o)^6)^{-1} = I_A/(I_A + \gamma I_D).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Dynamical effects as well as photo-physical, photochemical, and instrumental factors, are ones of the biggest obstacles for an accurate distance measurement with the FRET technique [61–63]. Therefore accurate measuring requires knowledge of the detection-correction factor $\gamma$. Moreover, since fluorescent dyes are typically attached to the bio-molecule via flexible linkers which involve uncertainty in dye position, quenching environment, and even restriction in dye reorientation, it is also necessary to reaffirm the $R_o$ value for the pair of dyes elected [64]. A way to estimated the effects of $\gamma$ and $R_o$ in FRET measurements, may be obtained by measuring an apparent FRET efficiency with known inter-dye distances $R_{DA}$ as

$$E_{app} = I_A/(I_A + I_D) = 1/(1 + (R_{DA}/R_{eff})^6),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)
where the parameter $R_{eff}$ contain the information of $R_o$ and $\gamma$ as $R_{eff} = R_o \gamma^{1/6}$.

These measurements leads to a standard calibration for FRET efficiency as a function of inter-dye distance that can be used as a spectroscopic ruler for single-molecule fluorescence experiments [65].

In this chapter we show the FRET efficiency as a function of distance separation between donor-acceptor dyes measured with our optical setup. We measured FRET efficiency distributions for a donor (AF456) and an acceptor (AF647) dyes attached at opposite ends of freely diffusing DNA molecules of various known lengths. The observed mean FRET efficiencies were plotted as a function of distance for the DNA constructs and fitted by equation (3.2). The adjusted curve give us a value of $R_{eff}=8.5\pm0.9$ nm. This calibration curve will serve us as a spectroscopic ruler for distance measurements in nucleic or ribonucleic acids.

### 3.1. Materials and Methods

We designed short fragments of single-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid (ssDNA) and their complementary strands in order to get doubled-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) of lengths 10, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 28 and 45 base pairs (bp), where 1 bp=0.34 nm [66]. These lengths are much smaller than the persistence length reported for DNA ($\sim 150$ bp) [67, 68]. Therefore, our shorts fragments of DNA can be treated as a rigid rods at room temperature and pH between 3-9.

ssDNA primers were designed such that the DNA leaves 3’-recessed ends. Table 1 shows the sequence of each oligonucleotide (for) and its complement (rev). DNA fragments were purchased to Invitrogen Life Technologies

### 3.2. Hybridization of DNA

To hybridize complementary fragments of ssDNA, each complementary strand was re-suspend in annealing buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM EDTA. Filtered with 0.22 µm Millipore membrane GSWP09000) at the same molar concentration. Thereafter, equal number of moles of both complementary oligos were mixed in an eppendorf tube (free of DNases) and heated at 80 °C for 3 minutes in a thermal bath followed by slow cooling to 4 °C. To check doubled-stranded DNA
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Figure 3.1.: Single-stranded DNA complementary sequences for calibration of FRET equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sequence from 5' to 3' end</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For10</td>
<td>gacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev10</td>
<td>gctcagtc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For13</td>
<td>gacgaagctgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev13</td>
<td>gctcacccttcg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For16</td>
<td>gacgaacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev16</td>
<td>gctacacccttcg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For19</td>
<td>gacgaacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev19</td>
<td>gacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For20</td>
<td>gacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev20</td>
<td>gacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For21</td>
<td>gacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev21</td>
<td>gacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For22</td>
<td>gacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev22</td>
<td>gacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For25</td>
<td>gacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev25</td>
<td>gacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For28</td>
<td>gacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev28</td>
<td>gacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For45</td>
<td>gacgacgacgag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev45</td>
<td>gacgacgacgag</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

formation gel electrophoresis technique was used. For this purpose, a polyacrylamide gel at 8% of concentration was prepared. Briefly, 3.2 mL Acrylamide:bisacrylamide (29:1, 30% w/v. Invitrogen) were mixed with 2.5 mL H2O, 2.4 mL 5X TBE buffer (1.1 M Tris; 900 mM Borate; 25 mM EDTA; pH 8.3), 0.2 mL 10% Ammonium persulfate (APS, Invitrogen) and 0.01 mL Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED, Invitrogen). The polyacrylamide was poured in an electrophoresis chamber (Bio-Rad) and it was used until solidified. Gel electrophoresis technique allows to separate fragments of DNA or RNA by size or molecular weight by the application of an electrical strength at the top (anodal, negative) end that causes the migration of the DNA or RNA towards the bottom (cathodal, positive) due to negatively-charged of DNA. The rate of migration is proportional to size: smaller fragments move more quickly, and wind up at the bottom of the gel.

A small quantity of each DNA-hybridization reaction was loaded into polyacrylamide gel along with the corresponding single-stranded oligo as control. The DNAs were running around 10 minutes at 4 V/cm. Binding of single-stranded DNAs leads to duplex formation that results in a upper band shift on the gel as shown in figure (3.2) for some DNA aforementioned. The rest of DNA was stored at -20 °C until use.
3.3. DNA Labeling

The fluorescent dyes chosen for our optical FRET system calibration were the Alexa Fluor 546-14-dUTP (AF546) as donor and the fluorescent dye Alexa Fluor 647-12-OBEA-dCTP (AF647) as acceptor. Both fluorescent molecules were purchased to Invitrogen Life Technologies. The nucleotides deoxyuridine triphosphate (dUTP) and the deoxycytidine triphosphate (dCTP) attached to the dyes are modified at the C-5 position of uridine and cytosine via the unique alkynyl amino flexible linker respectively, which provides a spacer between the nucleotide and the dye to reduce interactions between them. However, the size of the linker causes significant uncertainties in quantitative FRET distance measurements [64]. The size of the above linkers can be determined by the number in the product name, e.g., the “12” in AF647-12-dCTP, indicates the net length of the spacer, in atoms.

Doubled stranded DNA fragments were labeled with above dyes by filling the 5’-overhangs of both complementary strands using the 5’→3’ polymerase activity of the Large Klenow Fragment (KLF, Invitrogen). In the presence of nucleotides the KLF can incorporate one nucleotide at a time onto a pre-existing 3’-OH group by using its polymerase activity [69]. The reaction for labeling DNAs contained 0.5 U/µl DNA polI diluted in Klenow buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.0, 100 mM KCl, 1 mM Dithiothreitol), 3 µl 10X REact 2 Buffer (500 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM MgCl₂, 500 mM NaCl), 1 µg DNA, 1 µl 0.5 mM Alexa Fluor 546-dUTP, 1.25 µl 0.5 mM Alexa Fluor 647-dCTP. The mixture was carried out to a final volume of 30 µl with nuclease free water (Promega) and incubated at 4 °C for 20 minutes. Fluorescent dyes not linked at the 3’-recessed ends of each DNA were removed using
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gravity columns (Sephadex GE) following manufacturer’s protocol. Final product was quantified with Nanodrop 2000c system. The absorption spectrum for some DNA-alexa constructions is shown in figure (3.3). The first absorption peak (from left to right), centered at 260 nm corresponding to DNA while the other two peaks corresponding to the AF546 and the AF647 respectively.

An estimate of the efficiency of labeling for each DNA-alexa construction was extracted from the spectrum. The results give an average of labeling for AF546 of 87±2% while for AF647 of 91±2%. Stock solutions of 10 µM for each DNA-alexa constructs was prepared in TE buffer (Tris-HCl 10 mM pH=8.0, 1 mM EDTA, filter with 2 µm pore membrane Millipore) and stored at -20°C until use. The entire process of DNA-labeling was performed avoiding as much as possible light sources.

Figure (3.4) shows a schematic representation of DNA-alexa construction beside the size of the linker of the dye.

![Absorption Spectrum](image)

Figure 3.3.: DNA-alexa constructions absorption spectrum. From left to right, DNA, Alexa fluor 546 and Alexa fluor 647 peaks. The number in DNA, e.g. DNA10, indicate the length of DNA in base pairs.
Figure 3.4.: Schematic representation of DNA labeled with fluorescent dyes Alexa Fluor 546 (donor) and Alexa Fluor 647 (acceptor). Dyes were labeled at opposite sites of each DNA.

### 3.3.1. FRET efficiency as a function of inter-dye distance

Efficiency of energy transfer from the donor AF546 to the acceptor AF647 was measured by using a concentration of labeled DNA molecules between 90 and 150 pM in TE buffer solution. The lowest DNA concentration was obtained by dilution series. A small volume (∼ 80 µl) of sample solution was loaded into the sample chamber (previously described on chapter 2) and focused with the 100X objective. The focal point was placed within the sample and fluorescence burst events on both the donor and the acceptor channels were observed in an integration time of 1 ms. We consider only clear events above the background. Figure (3.5) shows the photon burst trajectories as a function of time as single DNA-alexa construction molecules DNA13, DNA19, DNA28, and DNA45 transverse the confocal detection zone, where the DNA-number indicate the length of the DNA in base pairs. The photons in the D-channel are plotted in green while photons in A-channel are plotted in red and inverted. From these photon trajectories the average amplitude of burst of photons detected in the A-channel appears to increase when acceptor is closer to the donor dye, just as the Förster theory for FRET predicts. On the other hand the reason that the amplitude of photons in each burst changes in amplitude, beside FRET effects, is also influenced by stochastic process like excitation, non-radiative decay,
and even the spatial localization of the donor dye in the probe volume [70].

Figure 3.5.: Time fluorescence traces in donor and acceptor detection channels from freely diffusing DNA13, DNA19, DNA28 and DNA45 molecules in solution. Fluorescence bursts above background are clearly visible as molecules traverse the laser beam.

Figure (3.6) shows typical burst duration distribution obtained with our freely diffusing DNA-constructs DNA10, DNA16, DNA28 and DNA45, when transited through the confocal volume. From these data the mean burst duration is on the order of 2.8 ms. Previous experimental studies realized at room temperature with freely diffusing short DNA fragments, in 40 mM Tris-acetate-EDTA, showed that DNA molecules had a diffusion constant of $120 \times 10^{-8} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}$ [71]. This value gives a transit time through the excitation volume of about $\sim 2.28 \text{ ms}$, similar to the one we observed.
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Figure 3.6.: Burst duration distribution from DNA-alexas 45, 28, 16 and 13 bp. The solid curve is only a guide of the data.

Photon traces from FRET trajectories (Fig. (3.5)) contain photon counts from fluorescent molecules \(N_A\) and \(N_D\), background counts \(B_A\) and \(B_D\), and cross-talk between the two detection channels \(\alpha_D\) and \(\alpha_A\). Not detected. Therefore, the total fluorescence intensity from each \(i\)th burst is

\[
I^i_A = N^i_A + <B_A> + <\alpha_A I_D>, \quad I^i_D = N^i_D + <B_D> + <\alpha_D I_A>
\]  

(3.3)

where \(I^i_j\), \((j = A, D)\) are the fluorescence intensity detected into donor and acceptor channel respectively, \(<B_j> = 2\) photons/ms and \(<\alpha_j I_j> = 0\) are the mean background and cross-talk signal in the above detectors. For FRET analysis, after single-molecule burst were identified, a threshold in each detector channel was selected to reject signals from no FRET events. The threshold, \(T\), in each detector channel was selected by a Bayes sense theory for signal analysis [72] as

\[
T = \frac{\ln \left( \frac{1-P}{P} \right) + \langle N \rangle}{\ln \left( \frac{\langle B \rangle + \langle N \rangle}{\langle B \rangle} \right)},
\]

(3.4)

where \(P\) is the probability of having a DNA molecule in the probe volume at time \(t\), \((P = N_A CV_p \sim 0.1.\) See chapter 2), \(\langle B \rangle = 2\) counts/ms is the mean of background
signal (see Chapter 2) and \( \langle N \rangle \) is the mean of counts from molecular signal in the \( j \)-detection channel. For our FRET experiments the total threshold was derived as the sum of individual detection channel-threshold given by equation (3.4). The total threshold was between 10-12 counts for our DNA-alexas constructs. Therefore only the \( i \)th bins above the threshold were accepted for FRET analysis. For the accepted \( i \) burst events a proximity ratio or apparent FRET efficiency \( E_i \) [73]

\[
E_i = \frac{I_{A}^{i}}{I_{A}^{i} + I_{D}^{i}},
\]

was computed, where the correct donor and acceptor counts, \( I_{j}^{i} \), \( j = A, D \), are given in equation (3.3). The proximity ratio assume a value of \( \gamma = 1 \) in FRET efficiency expression, as such, any fluctuation in quantum yield will be reflected in the proximity ratio distribution [74].

Each FRET efficiency \( E_i \) computed from photon trajectory was stored on a personal computer and a statistical analysis was performed with a home-written Octave algorithm. Details of Octave algorithm can be consulted in the Appendix B. From this analysis, FRET efficiencies for each DNA-alexas constructs were plotted in an histogram. Figure (3.7) shows the results for the set of the DNA-alexas constructions worked in this thesis. The FRET histograms were binned with 0.035, and fitted by a Gaussian. The additional peak at a transfer efficiency close to zero, in DNA-alexas FRET histograms, is thought to be caused by DNA molecules lacking an active acceptor dye and was not included in the calculation of mean transfer efficiencies.

The corresponding width \( \Delta E \) of FRET histograms is a consequence of the photon statistics and is governed by the shot noise in the system. It is a function of the mean energy transfer \( E \), the detection factor \( \gamma \), and the detected photon number \( N = N_A + N_D \) [73, 75]. An estimate of the effect for \( \gamma = 1 \) is approximate by the sum of variances in the donor and acceptor counts leading to [70]

\[
\sigma_E = \sqrt{\frac{E(1 - E)}{N}}.
\]
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Figure 3.7.: Single-molecule FRET efficiency histograms measurements from different constructions of DNA-alexas. The acceptor and donor dyes are linked to the opposite ends of the DNA chain.
This result indicated that at $E = 0.5$ ($\sigma_E = 1/2\sqrt{2N}$) the shot-noise fluctuations in the non-correlated variables $I_A$ and $I_B$ have the largest effect. In contrast, the width diminishes for $E = 0$ and $E = 1$ as we can see in our FRET DNA-alexes histograms. But so far, $\Delta E$ is referred to as the “width” of the FRET distribution but not related to a conventional statistical measure, because complete description of the width of the FRET distribution also requires the knowledge of fluctuations in FRET energy transfer due to the motions of the dye-linkers [65].

### 3.4. FRET Efficiency: Curve of Calibration

The mean FRET energy transfer obtained from each DNA-alexa construction can not be associated directly with the distance of separation between the donor and the acceptor, because as we mentioned above, the dyes are modified with a flexible linker of length $l$ that introduces an additional contribution to the separation. Therefore for quantitative FRET measurements it should be taken into account [11,73]. Different methods such as accessible volume (AV) [76] and Langevin molecular dynamics simulations [65] have been used to solve it. In the AV method it is assumed that the dye, which is connected with a flexible link $l_{eff}$ can move in positions, that do not cause steric clashes with DNA. A geometric algorithm is used to find all allowed positions. S. Sindbert and coworkers [64] using the AV method and molecular dynamic simulation conclude that for dyes with longer linkers, as it is in the case of our dyes, the effective length was $\sim 0.75$ nm with a deviation of 0.22 nm. Adding these lengths to the length of each DNA, the mean FRET efficiencies extracted from FRET DNA-alexes histograms were plotted as a function of inter-dye distance as is shown in figure (3.8), where the error bars represent one standard deviation ($\pm \sigma$) from multiple measurements. The corresponding solid line is a fit using the equation (3.2), giving $R_{eff} = R_o\gamma^{1/6} = 8.5 \pm 0.9$nm. A change in of 0.5 nm in the mean position of the dye-linkers, cause a similar change of 0.5 nm in $R_{eff}$. Therefore, the uncertainty in the $R_{eff}$ will be the same of the linker. A conservative value for the uncertainty is then at the 10% level.

The discrepancy between the value $R_{eff}$ and $R_o$, estimated from spectroscopic data for AF546 and AF647, may be partly caused by the correction factor $\gamma$. The FRET
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The width of the histograms is slightly higher than the one limited by statistics Eq. (3.6). The extra broadening can be explained by the motion of the dyes through a spherical volume of radii $dR$ with probability distribution $P(y) = \pi dy^2$, where $dy^2 = \pi (dR^2 - dz^2)$ is the radii of a disk at a variable height $z$ (Fig. 3.9) The mean square displacement of each dye-linker is $(\int y^2 P(y)dy)^{1/2} = dR$. Thus the variation of the efficiency curve can be used as a spectroscopic reference for single-molecule fluorescence experiments where nucleotides are involved since DNA and RNA have similar chemical behavior.

3.5. Width of DNA FRET distributions

Figure 3.8.: Transfer efficiencies extracted from smFRET histograms as a function of the separation of the dyes. The solid line is a fit to equation (3.2) with $R_{eff} = 8.5 \pm 0.9$ nm.
3.5. Width of DNA FRET distributions

Figure 3.9.: Schematic representation of the accessible volume for a dye-linker attached to an end of DNA.

The fluctuation in each dye-linker position contribute to the width of FRET histograms for DNA-alexas constructions. Therefore the total width of the FRET histograms coming from statistical contribution and dye-motion. The statistical width

\[
dE = 6E^2 \left( \frac{R}{R_0} \right)^6 \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \frac{dR}{R} \right) \tag{3.7}
\]

This fluctuation in each dye-linker position contribute to the width of FRET histograms for DNA-alexas constructions. Therefore the total width of the FRET histograms coming from statistical contribution and dye-motion. The statistical width

Figure 3.10.: Width of the FRET-DNA histograms (circles) compared to the one expected from statistics (dotted line) and that obtained once adding also the contribution from the motion of the fluorophores within a range of 0.8 nm (black line).

(Eq. 3.6) is symmetrical with respect to \( E \) as we can see in figure 3.10 (dot line), while for \( dE \) (3.7) it is not symmetrical due to the \( dR \) contribution (Fig. 3.10, black
3.5. Width of DNA FRET distributions

line). The total width matches well the experimental data. Therefore according to S. Sindbert [64] the orientation effects of the fluorophores and other contributions such as the undefined dye environment or the correction to the calibration due to the fluorophore motion are well below the quoted (10%) uncertainty.

**Conclusion**

Short DNA fragments labeled with donor (AF546) and acceptor (AF647) dyes placed in opposite ends were used as a spectroscopic ruler for single-molecule FRET distance measurements. Mean FRET efficiencies extracted from each DNA-alexa construction histograms were plotted vs the inter-dye distance. The resulting calibration curve gives a $R_{eff}$ value of $8.5 \pm 0.9$ nm, larger than the one reported by the manufacturer. The difference in value comes from the value of $\gamma$ for our optical system and the dynamics associated with the linker. The width of the DNA FRET histograms can be explained well taking into a count the motion of the linkers as we could see in figure (3.10). The orientational effects of the dyes become negligible, and other contributions such as undefined dye environment or the correction of the calibration due to dye motion are well below the quoted (10%) [73].
How Closed are the Ends of Large RNA’s?

Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is one of the principal biomolecules that are essential in all known forms of life. RNA is composed by a linear arrangement of four basic molecules called nucleotides (nt); adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and uracil (U). Each nucleotide consists of a ribose sugar, a phosphate group, and a nitrogenous base (Fig. 4.1).

RNA plays a central role in many cellular processes such as splicing [77], translation tasks [78], signal recognition of proteins [79] and catalytic activity per se [80–84]. These variety of biological task are often intimately related to its native structure also know as tertiary structure. However, most functional RNA molecules exhibit secondary structure that is highly conserved in evolution [85–90] and moreover, stable secondary elements fold fast and determine the three-dimensional structure.

Figure 4.1.: Structural features of the RNA. The RNA is composed of alternating phosphate and ribose moiety

RNA secondary and tertiary structure is formed, in the Watson-Crick rule, by the base-pairing formation of A-U, G-C and G-A through hydrogen bond interactions.
Adjacent nucleotides that are linked through the 5',3'-phosphodiester bonds form the covalent structure of the molecule (Fig. 4.1). The labels 5' and 3' correspond to the carbon 3 and the carbon 5 in the ribose sugar. Nucleotides that do not form base-pairing generally leads to the formation of stem-loop structures in which the intervening RNA is looped out from the end of the double-helical segment as in a hairpin, a bulge, or a simple loop including the external loop. In RNA secondary structure the external loop is the loop that contains one or more nucleotides as well as the 5’ and 3’ terminals also known as the ends of the RNA molecule. A schematic representation of an RNA secondary structure is shown in figure (4.2).

![RNA secondary structure](image)

Figure 4.2.: Secondary structure predicted by mFOLD [95] of a 300 nt fragment of the messenger RNA phr1 from T. atroviride fungus. External loop containing the 5’-3’ ends.

In references [91–94] they found that the percentage of paired nucleotides \( f \), duplex length \( k \), and the average number of nucleotides in an internal loop \( l \) for a single stranded RNA (ssRNA) molecule, which form secondary structure, approach a constant value with increasing number of nucleotides (nt). The constancy of \( f \), \( k \) and \( l \) has been confirmed for a wide range of viral and yeast ssRNA sequences.
by application of the mFOLD [95] and RNA Vienna [96] algorithms. Based in these findings and using some theoretical tools and the mFOLD and the RNAsubopot programs, Yoffe et al. [97] showed that the ends of large RNA molecules ($\geq 1000$ nt) are necessarily close independent of its base composition and length. The authors found that on average the 5’-3’ ends for the viral RNA sequences tested were separated between 13 and 20 nt links, whereas for a random RNA sequence the separation was $\sim 12$ nt. The biological relevance of this findings speculated by the authors reside in that many biological processes requires that the 5’-3’ ends of the RNA molecules should be close to each other since that facilitates, for instance, the circularization of RNA molecule for effective translation. Examples include the translation control of specific messenger RNA (mRNA) by closing the 5’-cap and the 3’ poly(A) tail through binding the eukaryote initiation factor protein eIF4E with the eukaryote initiation factor protein eIF4G and the poly(A) binding protein (PABP) [98–100] as is illustrated in figure (4.3). In the case of mRNAs that lack both a 5’-cap and

![Figure 4.3.: Mechanisms of translation initiation. During eukaryotic cap-dependent translation, initiation factors mediated by the cap-binding protein, eIF4E, recognize an m7 GpppN-cap structure at the 5’-end of mRNA. Image adapted from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poly(A)-binding protein](image)

3’-poly(A), complementary bases in the 5’- and 3’- UTR regions lead to RNA-RNA interaction [101, 102] allowing effective circularization of the RNA. This end-to-end communication has been observed in the modulation of translation in some RNA virus, for instance in the yellow fever virus [103], influenza A virus [104], dengue virus [105] and Tomato Bushy Stunt virus [106].

Peter Clote and co-workers [107] extend the work of Yoffe et al. from a rigorous mathematical framework. By defining the 5’-3’ end distance as the shortest path
4.1. Defining the End-to-end distance by graph theory

The 5'-3' end distance or the end-to-end distance from an RNA secondary structure molecule, may be determined by counting the total number of hydrogen bonds and covalent links that are in the exterior loop as [97]

\[ D = l_{\text{ext}} + d_{\text{ext}}, \] (4.1)

where \( l_{\text{ext}} \) is the number of covalent links and \( d_{\text{ext}} \) is the number of hydrogen bonds. Imagine each nucleotide in the external loop as a vertex, while each covalent link or hydrogen bond as an edge. Then the external loop can be represented as a graph as is illustrated in figure (4.4) for the RNA fragment of 300 nt phr1 previously showed in figure (4.2). In that graph representation, the external loop is a tree graph. Therefore, it has \( n - 1 \) edges, where \( n \) is the number of vertices [110]. Thus the
end-to-end distance $D$ can be expressed as

$$D = n_{\text{ext}} - 1 = (s_{\text{ext}} + 2d_{\text{ext}}) - 1,$$

(4.2)

where $s_{\text{ext}}$ is the number of unpaired bases in the loop, while $2d_{\text{ext}}$ is the number of nucleotides linked by hydrogen bonds. The factor 2 arise because the hydrogen bonds are formed by two nucleotides. Eq. (4.2) gives an effective end-to-end distance $D$ for a particular RNA sequence.

Using the above results and by observing that the free energy of a circular RNA obtained by attaching its 5’-3’ ends (e.g. an internal loop in the secondary structure) is similar to the free energy associated with a linear RNA, (e.g. the external loop or the linear RNA obtained by cutting an internal loop in one of its $l+s$ covalent links), Yoffe et al. deduced a general result to determining the end-to-end distance for any RNA sequence. They proposed that the end-to-end distance of an RNA sequence of $N$ nucleotides which form a secondary structure, can be determined as the average of all end-to-end distances $D_\alpha$ that arise from cutting all $L_\alpha(s,d)$-internal loops in the secondary structure in any of its $l+s$ covalent links as

$$D_\alpha = \frac{\sum_{s,d}(s + 2d - 1)(s + d)L_\alpha(s,d)}{(s + d)L_\alpha(s,d)},$$

(4.3)
where $L_\alpha(s,d)$ is the $\alpha$-th internal loop with $s$ unpaired bases and $d$ duplex, $(s + d)L_\alpha(s,d)$ is the statistical weight, $< s >_\alpha = \sum_{s,d} s P_\alpha(s,d) = \sum_{s} s P_\alpha(s,d)$, where $P_\alpha(s,d) = L_\alpha(s,d)/L_\alpha$ denoted the fraction of $s,d$-loops in the RNA structure. Computing the $P_\alpha(s,d)$ distribution by maximizing the functional entropy $\sum_i P_i \ln P_i$ through Lagrange multipliers the average end-to-end distance can be expressed as

$$D = \frac{< s >_\alpha^2 + 3 < sd >_\alpha + 2 < d >_\alpha^2 - < s >_\alpha - < d >_\alpha}{< s >_\alpha + < d >_\alpha} \quad (4.4)$$

where

$$< d^2 >_\alpha = 2 < d >_\alpha^2 - < d >_\alpha,$$
$$< s^2 >_\alpha = 2 < s >_\alpha^2 - < s >_\alpha \quad (4.5)$$

Here $< d >$ denote the mean number of hydrogen bonds that are in each loop, including the external loop of the RNA secondary structure. $< s >$ denote the mean number of covalent links in each loop.

### 4.2. RNA secondary structure as a Tree Graph

The average $< d >$ value of equation (4.5) can be determined by representing each loop, including the external loop, of the RNA secondary structure as a vertex and each duplex length as an edge, such as is illustrated in figure (4.5) for the mRNA *phr1* fragment of 300 nt show in figure (4.2). Since this graph representation contains no cycles, the total number of vertices or loops that has the RNA secondary structure is $L = S + 1$, where $S$ is the number of edges that in average has a length $k \approx 4$ base-pairs (bp).

It is know in graph theory that the grade of a vertex $v$, denoted by $\text{deg}(v)$, is the number of edges that incident with $v$ while the sum of the grades of the vertices is equal to two times the number of edges [110]

$$S = \sum_{v \in V} \text{deg}(v) = 2|E|. \quad (4.6)$$
4.2. RNA secondary structure as a Tree Graph

Figure 4.5.: Schematic representation of RNA secondary structure showed in figure (4.2), in a graph. Each internal loop as well as the external loop represent a vertex while each duplex length or doubled-stranded RNA represent an edge.

Therefore the total sum of the edges (or duplex fragments of RNA) is $2|E| = 2S = 2(L - 1) = 2L - 2$.

For a graph $G$ is defined that the average of edges incident with a vertex $v$ is given by

$$\text{avgdeg}(G) = \frac{\sum_{v \in V} \text{deg}(v)}{|V(G)|}$$  \hfill (4.7)

therefore, from equations (4.6) and (4.7), it follows that each internal loop or circular RNA in the RNA secondary structure is connected in average with duplex RNA

$$<d> = \frac{\sum_{v \in V} \text{deg}(v)}{|V(G)|} = \frac{2|E|}{|V(G)|} = 2 - 2/L \hfill (4.8)$$

For large RNAs ($N > 1000$ nt), the number of loops is $L \gg 2$, this imply that $<d> = 2$. This result indicates that on average each loop in the secondary structure of RNA (including the external loop) contains two hydrogen bonds.

Replacing $<d> = 2$ in the equation (4.5) it follows that $<d^2> = 6$. With these values the end-to-end distance for any RNA which form secondary structure is given now as

$$D = \frac{2\langle s \rangle^2 + 4\langle s \rangle + 10}{\langle s \rangle + 2}. \hfill (4.9)$$
4.3. End-to-end distance deduced by statistical mechanics

The percentage of base-pairs $f$ in a RNA secondary structure is $f \sim 60\%$, then the number of unpaired nucleotides in the secondary structure is $<s> = N(1 - f)/L \sim N(1 - f)/S = 2k(1 - f)/f$. For $f \sim 0.6$ and $k \sim 4$, $<s> = 5.33$. Substituting this value in equation (4.9), the end-to-end distance for any RNA length ($N \geq 1000$ nt) which form secondary structure, is $D = 12$ nucleotides links. Taking the distance between nucleotide-nucleotide as the distance between phosphate-end-phosphate (0.59 nm [111]), the physical end-to-end distance would be $D_R \sim 12 \times 0.59 \sim 7.08$ nm.

4.3. End-to-end distance deduced by statistical mechanics

In order to prove the above results obtained for the end-to-end distance of any RNA molecule, Yoffe et al. used the mFOLD and RNAsubopt algorithms [95, 96]. These algorithms employ detailed energetic models to predict the most likely minimum RNA secondary structure. However, for a given RNA sequence with alphabet $\{G, C, A, U\}$ there are many suboptimal secondary structures with almost similar free energy than the minimum free energy structure, the above algorithms also provide an ensemble $X_\alpha$ of all sub-optimally folded RNA molecules within a desired energy range above the ground state. To estimated the end-to-end distance for an RNA sequence, Yoffe et al. used 1000 suboptimal RNA structures for each RNA sequence used in his study. This sample space was computed with RNAsubopt and the average end-to-end distance was determined with the mFOLD program as

$$D = \frac{\sum_{\alpha=1}^{1000} D_\alpha \exp(-\Delta G_\alpha/k_B T)}{\sum_{\alpha=1}^{1000} \exp(-\Delta G_\alpha/k_B T)} \quad (4.10)$$

where $D_\alpha$ and $\Delta G_\alpha$ is the end-to-end distance and the free energy of the $\alpha$-th structure relative to the minimum free energy for the RNA sequence, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann’s constant and $T$ is the absolute temperature. The mean end-to-end ensemble averaged distance obtained are plotted in figure (4.6) for different RNA sequences. Surprisingly the mean end-to-end distance for randomly-permuted RNA sequence (500-8000 nt) of viral-like composition with equal proportions of $A$, $U$, $G$, and $C$,
was $D \sim 12$, value very close to the theoretically predicted by equation (4.9). For RNA viral sequence the values of the mean end-to-end distance and standard deviations are higher, but overlap with $D = 12$ for all taxa except for the Tymoviruses.

Figure 4.6.: Predicted end to end distance from a statistical mechanics approach for random RNA sequence with equal base composition and for RNA viral sequences. Figure taken from [97]

4.4. Expected distance between the ends of RNA secondary structures

Peter Clote and co-workers extend the work of Yoffe et al. from a rigorous mathematical framework [107]. By defining the 5’-3’ end distance as the shortest path length from the 5’ node to 3’ node, they solved the recurrence relations of the end-to-end distance problem by the next mathematical sequence

$$\langle d_{1,n} \rangle = \sum_S \frac{\exp(-E(S)/RT)}{Z_{1,n}} d_S(1,n)$$

(4.11)

where $n$ indicated the size of the RNA in number of nucleotides, $E(S)$ is the free energy of the suboptimal RNA secondary structure with sequence $S$, $R$ is the constant
of gases, and $Z_{1,n}$ is the partition function defined as

$$Z_{1,n} = \sum_S \exp(-E(S)/RT)$$

(4.12)

Note that the above problem is based in statistical mechanics approach. By solving the recurrence relations of $d_S(1,n)$ Pete Clote et al. conclude that the asymptotic expected 5’-3’ distance of length $n$ homo-polymer is $\approx \langle d_n \rangle \sim 6.47$ when the percentage of paired number of nucleotides in the secondary structure is $f \sim 0.6$. This value is much more lower than the one obtained by Yoffe et al.

### 4.5. The end-to-end distance of RNA as a randomly self-paired polymer

Li Tai in order to explain the proximity of the 5’-3’ ends, proposed a probabilistic model called randomly self-paired polymer (RSPP) [108]. With this model he conclude that the probability, $\rho(X)$, of the end-to-end distance being exactly $X$ unpaired monomers is

$$P(N_{T,eff}, N_{p,eff}, X) = 1 - \prod_{B=1}^{N_{p,eff}} (1 - p)^\Omega$$

(4.13)

where $P$, is the probability that the end-to-end distance of a RSPP is less than or equal to $X$ unpaired monomers, $N_{T,eff}$ is the effective number of monomers, $N_{p,eff}$ is the effective number of paired nucleotides and $\Omega$ is the number of possible structures that can be formed by a RNA sequence with fixed $f = 0.6$. Applying this theory to an RNA sequence of 1000 nt with paired fraction $f = 0.6$, the probability distribution of the end-to-end distance appears roughly Gaussian (Fig. 4.7). The mean end-to-end distance, $X$, from this distribution provides a value of 14.4 unpaired bases of separation, with the width of the distribution being approximately 5. Note that the above approach is based on statistical methods and do not involve thermodynamic parameters directly.
4.6. The 5’-3’ distance of RNA secondary structures

Hill S. W. and coworkers [109] define the end-to-end distance \(d(\sigma_n)\) of RNA secondary structures as the minimum length of a path consisting of \(\sigma\)-arcs and backbone-edges from vertex 1 (the 5’-end) to vertex \(n\) (the 3’-end). From this definition and by using complicated bivariate generating function of the number of RNA secondary structures of length \(n\) with distance \(d\), they computed end-to-end distributions from which we extracted an end-to-end distance for a random RNA sequence of 10 and 100 nt as \(\sim 2\) nt and \(3\) nt respectively while for a random RNA sequence above 1000 nt of \(\sim 7\) nt.

Conclusion

Aron Yoffe et al. predicted a common characteristic between different species of RNAs. This is that its terminals, also known as 5’-3’ ends, are necessarily close, between 10-20 nucleotide regardless of its composition sequence. If we assume that the distance between ssRNA nucleotides is 0.59 nm, the theory of Aron Yoffe tells us that the end-to-end distance corresponds to a physical distance of a few nm. These results have originated a series of complementary theoretical works almost all of them based in advanced graph theory as well as thermodynamics approach [107–109]. The above predictions are very interesting, but an experimental confirmation was missing, that is the purpose of the present thesis.
Experimental Measurement of the 5’-3’ End Distance of Eleven Large RNAs by smFRET

Although there are theoretical calculations, and even some biological requirements for the proximity of the two ends of RNA molecules, no experimental data on the RNA ends distance has been obtained to date. In this chapter we present the first systematical experimental determination of the 5’-3’ end separation for RNA molecules of different lengths and sources. We used single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) to measure the physical 5’-3’ end distance of eleven RNAs of different length and base composition. The RNA molecules used were labeled at the 5’-end with the alexa fluor 647 and its 3’-end with alexa fluor 546. Mean FRET efficiencies were extracted from photon RNA-trajectories and compared with the FRET calibration curve presented on chapter 3, in order to determine the end-to-end distance. The results were compared with the theoretical predictions. The RNAs used in this work come from both a fungus (Trichoderma atroviride) and two virus (Cowpea Chlorotic Mottle Virus (CCMV) and Brome mosaic virus (BMV)).

5.1. Total RNA extraction from T. atroviride

We select four DNA published sequences that encodes for different lengths of mRNAs of T. atroviride fungus. Two sequences are in the Genome Portal of the Department of Energy Joint Genome Institute [113], with code Protein ID 258498 and ID 146288. These DNA sequences encode for a 574 nucleotides and an 1012 nucleotides RNA lengths, respectively. For these genes we assigned here a short nomenclature as fgen1 and triat1, respectively. Another two gene sequences were chosen from the GenBank
data base [114] with numbers DQ068751.1 and AJ009960.1, which correspond to the mRNA *chi18-4* (chitinase 18-4) of 1667 nucleotides of length [115] and mRNA *phr1* of 2012 nucleotides of length [116].

We design forward and reverse primers for each DNA sequences aforementioned on the 5’-3’ untranslated regions (UTR’s). DNA primer sequences are listed in table (5.1). They were provided by Integrated DNA technologies. The sequence of the forward and the reverse primers for *fgen1* containing Kpn1 site (GGTACC) on the 5’-end. The above design was realized for get sense (+, upstream transcription) and anti-sense (-, downstream transcription) RNA sequence of *fgen1* in order to determined weather the 5’-3’ end distance of the sense and antisense of an RNA was similar. DNA forward and reverse primers for *chi18-4*, *phr1* and *triat1* were designed with Apa1 (GGGCCC) and BamHI (GGATCC) sites respectively on the 5’-end.

To obtain the above fungal mRNAs, 39 g of Potato Destoxetine Agar (PDA, Potato

Figure 5.1.: Forward (f) and reverse (r) primers used to get four DNA genes from *T. atroviride* fungus by Polymerase Chain Reaction.

Starch from infusion 4 g, Dextrosa 20 g, Agar 15 g, from Difco) was mixed thoroughly in 1 liter of nanopure water. PDA is a relatively rich medium for growing a wide range of fungi such as *T. atroviride* and *Rhizoctonia solani*. PDA medium was heated with frequent agitation and boiled for 1 minute to completely dissolve the powder. The medium was autoclave at 121 °C for 15 minutes and cooled at room temperature. Then it was deposited in Petri-dishes plates (9 cm diameter) each containing 20 ml of these media. When the deposited PDA medium in petri-dishes was solidified, a sterile cellophane disks of 8.9 cm of diameter was placed on the agar surface. The PDA plates were stored at 4°C until use.

Two PDA-plates previously prepared were inoculated directly with a 5 mm diameter core of *T. atroviride* (IMI 206040 strain) mycelium placed at the center of the plate, sealed with parafilm and incubated in dark thermostat at 26°C during 36 hours.
5.1. Total RNA extraction from *T. atroviride*

Others plates, with solid PDA, were separately inoculated with *T. atroviride* strain P1 (ATCC 74058) and *Rhizoctonia solani* fungus respectively and incubated at 26°C in total darkness for 24 hours. Thereafter, in two new solid-PDA plates, *T. atroviride* strain P1 was set in confrontation with *Rhizoctonia solani* fungus. A plate confrontation experiment with fungus is commonly used to study the mechanism by which some species of fungi antagonize and parasite other fungi, for instance *T. atroviride* vs *R. solani*, during the pre-contact period through chitinases, glucanases, and proteases expression [123]. For plates confrontation assays, strips of 3 mm were cut from the growing front of *T. atroviride* strain P1 and *R. solani* wild-type. After that they were placed on PDA plates covered with cellophane at a distance of 4 cm from each other and the confrontation was incubated at 27°C in total darkness for 28 hours. Figure (5.2) shows the growing of the above strains as well as the confrontation assay between *T. atroviride* P1 against *R. solani* on the solidified PDA medium. The mycelium was collected from surface of the cellophane from each plate. In the case of confrontation assay, the mycelium were harvested when *T. atroviride* and *R. solani* was just touching.

Mycelia harvest from each plate was immediately deposited at mortar, previously frozen in liquid nitrogen, and grinned with a frozen pestle. The powder was deposited immediately into RNase free eppendorf tubes and incubated in liquid nitrogen. Total RNA was extracted from collected mycelia using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen life technologies) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Figure (5.3) shows separated phases by Trizol reagent of the harvest mycelia obtained in confrontation assays. Lower red phase contains residues of phenol-chloroform. Inter-phase contains pro-
5.1. Total RNA extraction from *T. atroviride*

Figure 5.3.: Total RNA extraction from *T. atroviride* vs *R. solani* fungi through trizol reagent from Invitrogen. Upper phase contains the total RNA proteins, while the upper aqueous phase containing the total RNA of the mycelia. Total RNA was extracted from upper phase and placed into a new eppendorf tube, previously frozen in liquid nitrogen. Contaminating genomic DNA was removed by DNase treatment using TURBO DNase-free (Ambion). After that, TURBO-DNase was inactivated by adding 2 µl of 100 mM EDTA and heating the mixture at 65°C for 5 minutes. Finally total RNA was precipitated by ethanol and re suspend in nuclease free water. The integrity of total RNA extracted was visualized in a denaturing formaldehyde/MOPS/1% agarose gel. Briefly, 1g of ultrapure agarose (Invitrogen Life Technologies) was deposited in 60 µl of DEPC treated water and heated in microwave until agarose were completely dissolved. We added 6 mL MOPS 10X pH=7.1 and 700 µl deionized formaldehyde. The mixture was poured in a pre-cleaned electrophoresis chamber with 10X benzene and used until solidified. One micro liter of total RNA extraction was mixed with RNA loading buffer (50% glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, 0.4% bromophenol blue, 0.5 mg/mL ethidium bromide ) and heated at 65°C for 3 minutes. The RNA reaction was deposited in the agarose gel running for 30 minutes at 6 V/cm. Agarose gel, was visualized in a transilluminator (Gel Doc XR, Bio Rad). Figure (5.4) shows the intact total RNA samples from each extraction. The bands exhibiting the 28S and 18S ribosomal RNA intensities. The 28S and 18S nomenclature refers to the large subunit and the small subunit of ribosomal RNA respectively in Sedverg units. All materials used in above process were free of proteases, DNases and RNases.
5.2. Complementary DNA synthesis

Complementary DNA (cDNA) is a DNA copy synthesized from mRNA through a reverse transcriptase enzyme. In a mixture of mRNA molecules, as is the case of total RNA extraction from fungi, each mRNA can be a template and will produce a cDNA in the form of a single stranded molecule. In many biological processes cDNA is a more convenient way to work rather than mRNA because RNA is very easily degraded by omnipresent RNases.

Complementary DNAs from each total RNA extraction from fungi were synthesized performing first a reaction of 12 µl containing 1 µl oligo(dT)18 (500 µg/ml) primer, 5 µg of total RNA and 10 mM deoxynucleotides (dNTPs) mix. The mixture was heated at 65°C for 5 min and quickly chilled on ice. We added 4 µl 5X First-Strand buffer (250 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3 at room temperature; 375 mM KCl; 15 mM MgCl₂) and 2 µl 0.1 M DTT. The mixture was incubated at 42°C for 2 min. Thereafter 1 µl (200 U) SuperScript II Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen Life Technologies) was added to the reaction and nuclease free water up to a final volume of 20 µl. The mixture was incubated at 42°C for 50 min followed by quantification with a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, USA) and stored at...
5.3. Synthesis of DNA by PCR technique

-20°C until use. Complementary DNA derived from total RNA extraction from
*T. atriviride* wild-type contains the sense *fgen1* and *triat1* sequence, while cDNA
derived from total RNA extraction from *T. atroviride* strain P1 contains the sense
*phr1* gene sequence. The cDNA derived by confrontation assay contains the *chi18-4*
gene sequence.

### 5.3. Synthesis of DNA by PCR technique

Complementary DNAs derived from total RNA extraction were used as template for
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of the corresponding DNA coding
sequences. PCR technique allows to produce millions of copies of a specific DNA
sequence in approximately two hours from the starting material. First the template
of DNA which contains the target sequence is heated to higher temperature. For
the case of cDNA (ssDNA) the heating allows to disrupt the tertiary or secondary
structure. In the case of dsDNA, the heating allow to separate the strands from each
other. After that, the temperature is lowered to allow the DNA primer to match
the target sequence. At this stage in the presence of the appropriate buffer and
dNTPs a polymerase enzyme synthesize new DNA strands complementary to the
target sequence. The first and most commonly used of these enzymes is the Taq
dNA polymerase. The process is repeated again and again as is illustrated in figure
(5.5).

PCR for each primer was carried out in a total volume of 25 µl containing 25 mM
MgCl$_2$, 10 mM dNTPs mix, 0.5 µM of each primer, 2.5 µl 10X goTaq Polymerase
Buffer, 0.25 µg cDNA, and 0.5 U GoTaq DNA polymerase (Promega). The amplifi-
cation program for each PCR began with an initial temperature of 94 °C for 5 min, 35
cycles with 95 °C for 0.30 s, extension period at 72 °C and a final extension period of
10 min at 72 °C. Different conditions of annealing temperature and extension times
were carried out for each primer. In the case for DNA-primers of *fgen1*, annealing
temperature was at 53 °C for 0.30 s and an extension time for 1 min. The annealing
temperature for primers of *triat1* was performed at 45 °C for 0.35 s and an extension
time of 2 min. Annealing temperature for *phr1* and *chi18-4* were carried out at 55
°C for 0.30 s with extension time of 3 min.
5.4. Cloning DNA genes in the pBSK II(+) vector

Figure 5.5.: The different steps in PCR

Analysis of the PCR products were examined by loading 4 µl of each PCR reaction onto 1% agarose gel. Electrophoresis of PCR products are shown in figure (5.6). From left to right, lane 1 is the molecular weight ladder (DNA ladder of 1 kbp (Promega)), lane 2-5 display the corresponding fgen1, triat1, chi18-4 and phr1 molecular weight respectively. The rest of PCR product of each DNA gen was purified by centrifugation using the Wizard DNA Clean-Up System following the manufacturer procedure. Quantification of each DNA was obtained with its 260 nm absorption in a nanodrop system.

5.4. Cloning DNA genes in the pBSK II(+) vector

To synthesize RNA by in-vitro transcription, it is necessary to have large quantities of the individual gene in pure form with a promoter sequence [117]. In our case, the genes previously obtained by PCR technique do not contain any RNA sequence promoter and moreover, the quantity of each of them is yet low for in-vitro transcription. To solve these problems we used the DNA cloning technique. There, the DNA fragment of interest is linked into a DNA vector containing one promoter sequence. The inserted DNA is replicated along with the vector generating a large number of identical DNA molecules. DNA plasmids are the most common vectors used in the DNA
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Figure 5.6.: Agarose gel electrophoresis for DNA fragments of \textit{fgen1}, \textit{triat1}, \textit{chi18-4} and \textit{phr1} obtained by PCR. In lanes 1 an 1 kb DNA ladder (Promega) was loaded to compared the lengths of genes aforementioned. The expected length of each gen gene corresponds to the reported one.

cloning technique and they are double-stranded circular DNA molecules that are separated from a cell’s chromosomal DNA. To insert the foreign DNA fragment into the plasmid, the plasmid and the foreign DNA fragment are treated first with appropriated restriction enzymes. Thereafter the DNA fragment is ligated into the plasmid using a DNA ligase enzyme. The construction is introduced in a bacterial cell in a process called transformation. Later the vector can easily be separated of the host cell, purified and precipitated as a pellet upon centrifugation. The basic scheme of the process is summarized in figure (5.7).

For DNA cloning we used the plasmid vector pBluescript II(+) (pBSK II+). This vector contains multiple cloning sites sequence (MCS), antibiotic resistance sequence to ampicillin, T7 and T3 promoter, and an \textit{E. coli} and f1 helper phage origin of replication. The multiple cloning site sequence is located within a \textit{LacZ} controlled gene in a way that it does not interrupt the reading frame or the functionality of the resultant \textit{lacZ} gene protein product. This protein product is a galactosidase. In recombinant vectors which have an foreign insert DNA molecule cloned into one of the restriction enzyme sites in the polylinker, this insert DNA results in an altered \textit{lacZ} gene and a non-functional galactosidase. The presence or absence of this protein can easily be determined through the use of a simple chromogenic assay using
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Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and (5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-galactopyranoside) X-Gal. IPTG is the lacZ gene inducer and is necessary for the production of the galactosidase. X-Gal is a colorless, modified galactose sugar. When this molecule is metabolized by the galactosidase, the resultant products are a bright blue color. When IPTG and X-Gal are included in a plasmid DNA transformation, blue colonies represent bacteria harboring non-recombinant vector DNA since the lacZ gene region is intact. IPTG induces production of the functional galactosidase which cleaves X-Gal and results in a blue colored metabolite. It follows that colorless colonies contain recombinant DNA since a nonfunctional galactosidase is induced by IPTG which is unable to cleave the X-Gal.

Circular maps and lists of features for the pBluescript II phagemids are shown in figure (5.8).

For DNA cloning, pBSK SK II(+) plasmid and DNA sequences triat1, chi18-4 and phr1 were digested with restriction endonucleases ApaI and BamHI in an reaction of 40 µl that contained 4 µg of each DNA, and 4U of each enzyme. The reaction was incubated at 37° all night. Similar procedure was realized with fgen1, but pBSK
II(+) and fgen1 where treated with KpnI enzyme. All DNA digestions were purified with Wizard SV Clean-up system (Promega).

DNA ligation was realized by following the next reaction: 5 µl 2X Rapid Ligation Buffer (60 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.8, 20 mM MgCl2, 20 mM DTT, 2 mM ATP and 10% polyethylene glycol) were mixed separately with 30 ng of pBSK II(+), 90 ng of digest-gen PCR product and 1U of T4 DNA ligase (Promega) in a final volume of 10 µl. Thereafter, the reaction was incubated at room temperature (25°C) for 3 hours. The constructs were called pfgen1, pTriat1, pChi18 and pPhr1 respectively where p stand as plasmid.

**5.5. Competent cells**

DNA transformation in cell bacteria is performed using the “so called” competent cells. These bacterial cells possess more easily altered walls by which foreign DNA can
be passed through easily. The standard method for making the bacteria permeable to DNA involves treatment with calcium ions. This helps to open the pores in the cell membrane so plasmid DNA from the surrounding environment can enter the cell.

To prepare competent cells of E. coli strain TOP10F for plasmid DNA transformation, 1 L of liquid Lysogeny broth (LB) medium pH 7.0, (Difco) was prepared. Briefly, 10 g Bacto-tryptone, 5 g Bacto-yeast extract and 5 g NaCl were diluted in 1 L of dH2O, autoclaves for 15 min and stored at 37°C until use. A single colony from a freshly grown plate TOP10F E. Coli cells were growing in 15 ml of Lysogeny broth (LB) medium, previously prepared, at 37°C overnight with shake at 150 revolution per minute (rpm). 1 ml of previous growing were inoculated in 100 ml of LB medium and shaken vigorously at 37°C until a cell optical density OD600 ∼ 0.3 at 600 nm was reached. The culture was chilled on ice for 15 min along with 0.1 M CaCl2 solution and 0.1 M CaCl2 plus 15% glycerol. The cells were centrifuged for 10 min at 3300 g at 4°C. The medium was discard and cells were re-suspend in 40 ml of cold 0.1 M CaCl2. Thereafter, the cells were kept on ice for 30 min followed by centrifugation just as above and the supernatant was removed for re-suspend the cells in 6 ml of 0.1 M CaCl2 solution plus 15% glycerol. Finally, 0.2 ml of the cell suspension were deposited into sterile 1.5 ml micro-centrifuge tubes and incubated at -80°C until use.

**5.6. DNA transformation**

LB agar plates were used for DNA transformation. Briefly 2.5g Bacto-tryptone, 1.25g Bacto-yeast extract, 2.5g NaCl and 3.75g agar were mixed well in 250 ml of dH2O and autoclaved for 15 min. 0.5 mM of IPTG and 80 µg/ml of X-Gal were added to LB agar medium. 30 ml of LB agar medium then were poured in petri dishes and incubated at room temperature in sterile conditions, until agar solidified. After which, the petri dishes were stored at 4°C until use.

For DNA transformation into E. coli, the competent cells were taken from -80°C and thawed on ice (approximately 20-30 min). Later, 2 ng of each plasmid construction was added to competent cells and the mixture was incubated for 20 min on ice fol-
followed by an incubation at 42°C for 1 min and quickly returned to ice for 5 min. We added 0.5 ml of liquid LB medium to the above reaction and we incubated it at 37°C for 60 minutes at 150 rpm. After which the transformed cells were obtained by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 5 minutes and spread onto a LB agar petri dishes with an sterile handle to assure that cells were widely spaced on the plates. The plates were incubated at 37°C overnight in an inverted position to avoid condensation.

Figure (5.9) shows the plates previously incubated at 37°C overnight for DNA transformation of pfgen1, pTriat1, pChi18 and pPhr1 plasmids. *E. Coli* colonies with the plasmid-DNA insert are in white color while *E. Coli* bacterias with blue color only contains vector plasmid or neither.

![Figure 5.9.: Blue and white colonies of the DNA cloning probes](image)

Several white colonies from each plate were taken and deposited in an eppendorf tube with 5 mL of liquid LB medium and 100 µg/ml of carbenycillin. Thereafter the tubes were incubated at 37°C overnight with shaking at 150 rpm.

To extract and purify plasmid from *E. Coli* bacterias, eppendorf tubes with bacterias-plasmid were centrifuged for 3 min at 7000 rpm. The supernatant was removed and the cells were re-suspend in 200 µl of Birnboim and Doly solution I (Tris-HCl 25 mM pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA and 100 mM of Glucose) followed by cells lysed in 400 µl of Birnboim and Doly solution II (0.2 M NaOH and 1% of SDS prepared at the time of the lysis). The plasmids were precipitated with 300 µl of Birnboim and Doly solution III (3M of potassium acetate pH 4.8 adjusted with acetic acid), incubated on ice for 10 min, and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 12000 rpm. The supernatant was recuperated and placed into new eppendorf tube with 5 µg/ml of RNaseH (Promega). The reaction was incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. After which 0.8 mL of absolute ethanol and 0.08 mL of 3M sodium acetate, pH 5.2, were added and the reaction was
incubated at -20°C for 3 hours. Finally the plasmid was recovered by centrifuging at 12000 rpm for 10 min in form of pellet. The pellet was washed with 70% ethanol and centrifuged at 12000 rpm for 5 min and re-suspend in 50 µl of nuclease free water.

5.7. DNA cloning probe

To obtain sense and anti-sense orientation of the gen \(fgen1\), we cut several pfgen1 plasmids with Pst1 (NEB) enzyme. The sense plasmid (pfgen1+) contains Pst1 sites at positions 1142 bp and 1285 bp, therefore Pst1 digestion generates two fragments; one of 143 bp of length and another of 3431 bp of length. In contrast with pfgen1+, the anti-sense plasmid (pfgen1-) contains Pst1 sites at 718 bp and 1285 bp, then with Pst1 digestion the expected DNA fragments will be of 567 bp and 3007 bp. The figure (5.10) shows the expected base pair lengths for the two orientation of the construction pfgen1.

![Figure 5.10: The resulting sense and anti-sense bands after digestion in an 1.5% agarose gel running in TBE buffer. Digestion of pfgen1 with Pst1 (NEB) enzyme to verify both orientations. Given the different location of the Pst1 sequence, the sense orientation generates two fragments of 143 and 3431 bp, while the anti-sense orientation generates fragments of 567 and 3007 bp. DNA marker of 50 bp (Fermentas).](image-url)
5.8. In-vitro Transcription

In-vitro transcription is a simple procedure that allows for template-directed synthesis of RNA molecules of any sequence. It is based on the engineering of a template that includes a bacteriophage promoter sequence (e.g. from the T7 coliphage) upstream of the sequence of interest followed by transcription using the corresponding RNA polymerase.

For in-vitro transcription, plasmids pfgen1+ and pfgen1- were linearized with restriction endonuclease XhoI, while pTriat1, pPhr1 and pChi18-4 with BamHI enzyme. Figures (5.11) and (5.12) shows all linearized plasmids including the plasmids which contain the DNA sequence for RNA1 of BMV (pT7B1), RNA2 of BMV (pT7B2), RNA3 of BMV (pT7B3Sn), RNA1-3 of BMV (pRDCT7B1B3), RNA2 of CCMV (pCC2), and RNA3 of CCMV (pCC3). These plasmids are reported in [112]. To linearized pT7B1, pT7B2 and pT7B3Sn we used BamHI (NEB) enzyme. Plasmid pRDCT7B1B3 was linearized with EcoRI (NEB). CCMV plasmids were linearized with XbaI (NEB).

![Figure 5.11.](image)

Figure 5.11.: Viral and fungi constructions linearized with appropriated endonuclease enzyme. The length of each digestion corresponding to the expected DNA length. As marker, DNA ladder 1 Kbp from Invitrogen.

Linear plasmids were purified using Wizard SV Clean-up system (Promega) or phenol-chloroform extraction. DNA was quantified using the UV-Vis Nanodrop System. Messenger RNAs were transcribed by assemble the next reaction at room temperature in the following order: 10 µl of nuclease-free water (Promega), 2 µl of
5.9. RNA labeling

Figure 5.12.: Viral constructions linearized with appropriated endonuclease enzyme. The length of each digestion corresponding to the expected DNA length. As marker, DNA ladder 1 Kbp from Invitrogen. The agarose gel was stained with GelRed.

10X Reaction Buffer T7 (NEB), 2 µl of Ribonucleotide Triphosphates (rNTPs) mix (80 mM each), 1 µg of DNA template, 1U of Ribo-block (NEB), and 1U of T7 RNA polymerase (NEB). The reaction was incubated at 37°C for 3.5 hours followed by 15 min with 1U of DNaseQ1 (promega) to remove the DNA template. Unincorporated rNTPs, were removed by phenol (pH 4–5):chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (125:24:1) (Invitogen) extraction followed by ethanol precipitation. The resulting RNAs were re-suspend in 40 µl of nuclease free water and quantified with Nanodrop system. To verify integrity and length of each RNA, 2 µl of previously reactions were loaded in denaturing formaldehyde/MOPS/1% agarose electrophoresis gel. Figures (5.13) shows the integrity and its corresponding length of each mRNA from T. atroviride as well as CCMV and BMV virus. No one of above mRNAs synthesized contained 5’-cap and 3’-Poly(A) tail.

The viral mRNAs obtained from the CCMV and BMV viruses have the next length; for CCMV, RNA2 2,774 nt and RNA3, 2,177 nt, for BMV, RNA1, 3234 nt, RNA2, 2865 nt and RNA3, 2117 nt, respectively.

5.9. RNA labeling

For RNA end-labeling the following protocol was applied: Purified mRNAs were fluorescent labeled on the 3’ end OH using an ATP-dependent addition of a 3’,5’(bis)phosphate
RNA labeling

5.9. RNA labeling

Figure 5.13.: RNAs were loaded on a 1% agarose gel in formaldehyde/MOPS buffer. RNA samples were heated at 65 °C for 10 min in denaturing agarose gel loading buffer before electrophoresis at 5 V/cm. The agarose gel was stained with GelRed. The marker was the single stranded RNA ladder from NEB.

RNA-nucleotide as follows: in a eppendorf tube free of RNases were added 3 µl of nuclease free water, 3µl of 10X RNA ligase Reaction Buffer (0.5 M Tris-HCl, 0.1 M MgCl2, 0.1M DTT, 10 mM ATP pH 7.8), 1.34U/µl of RNase Inhibitor (NEB), 1 nmol of mRNA, 1.5 nmol of custom made r-Adenosine-3’,5’-bis-phosphate-8-[[(6-Amino)hexyl]-amino-Alexa Fluor-546 (Jena Bioscience, Thuringia, Germany) diluted in DMSO, 1.34U/µl of T4 RNA ligase (NEB) and 15% of PEG 5000 previously heated at 37°C for 8 minutes. The mixture was incubated at 4°C overnight. Tagged 3’-mRNAs were purified two times using Amicon Ultra-0.5 mL Centrifugal Filters following manufacturer protocol and stored at -20°C until use.

For 5’ RNA end-labeling the following protocol was applied: purified mRNAs 3’-end labeled were fluorescent labeled on the 5’ end in a three step strategy using T4 polynucleotide kinase (NEB). First, 1 nmole of each RNA were dephosphorylated on the 5’-end for 1 hour at 37°C using Calf Alkaline phosphatase (NEB). Thereafter a thiophosphate group was added on the dephosphorylated 5’ end using ATPγS and T4 polynucleotide kinase. Finally, the thiol-reactive C-2 Maleimide-Alexa Fluor 647 (6 nmoles in DMSO. Prepared at instant. Invitrogen) was allowed to react with the thiophosphate for 30 minutes at 65°C. All 5’-3’ end labeled mRNAs were phenol extracted, precipitated with Ethanol and re-suspend in nuclease free water. The labeling process was realized avoiding as much as possible light and RNA contamination.
5.10. 5’-3’ end distance of mRNAs measured with smFRET

To measure the 5’-3’ end physical distance of transcript RNA molecules, labeled-RNA samples were diluted to picomolar range in TE buffer or in TM buffer (5 mM EDTA, 10 mM of MgCl$_2$). Each sample was loaded into a sample chamber and smFRET measurements were carry out. FRET efficiency distribution of each RNA sample was computed and fitted with a Gaussian distribution as show in figures (5.14) and (5.15).

mRNA-FRET histograms contain two peaks; one centered at $E \approx 0$ which is caused probably by RNA molecules lacking an active acceptor dye and the other at $E > 0$ indicating certain RNA folding structure which keeps the two ends in close proximity. For instance, an RNA of 1000 nt has a fully stretched longitude of 590 nm but for mRNA $triat1$ (1012 nt) we determine an $E = 0.68$ which corresponds to a dye-to-dye separation around 8 nm.

The inter-dye distances of RNA-labeled samples were computed by comparing mean FRET efficiencies extracted from FRET RNA histograms with the calibration curve (Fig. 3.8 Chap. 3). Figure (5.16) gives the separation distance of the dyes attached to RNA vs the lengths of RNA samples. It is remarkable that changing the RNA length by a factor of 10 changes the dyes separation by less than 50 %. The separation is not completely constant but we observe a small increasing trend of $0.7 \pm 0.2$ picometer/nt. The same result is obtained both in TE buffer and in the presence of 5 mM of MgCl$_2$. 
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Figure 5.14.: smFRET efficiency histograms for mRNAs in 5 mM MgCl₂. The black lines are Gaussian fits.
Figure 5.15.: smFRET efficiency histograms for RNAs in TE buffer solution. The black lines are Gaussian fits.
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Figure 5.16.: Inter-dye distances for end-labeled mRNA molecules of different lengths. Circles and triangles represent monocistronic fungal and viral mRNAs, respectively. Filled squares represent dicistronic mRNA molecules whereas empty squares represent the antisense mRNA fgen1. Blue and red data are from TM and TE buffer solution smFRET experiments, respectively. Error bars correspond to ±1σ. The plot includes the linear fits ($y = a + bx$) with $a = 6.8 ± 0.47$ nm and $b = 7.2 ± 2 \times 10^{-4}$ nm/nt for TM buffer and $a = 7.2 ± 0.5$ nm and $b = 7.6 ± 2 \times 10^{-4}$ nm/nt for TE buffer with the 1σ band for each fit.

The error bars in Fig. (5.16) are dominated by the 10% uncertainty of the calibration. The inter-dye separation fluctuates within a standard deviation of 1.2 nm, which corresponds to about 14% of the measured separation.

The separation between fluorophores we found is in the range between 6.5 to 10.5 nm (range 1. See Fig. 5.17). To extract the end-to-end distance of RNA molecules (range 2. Fig. 5.17) from data in Fig. (5.16), we need to subtract from range 1
the contribution coming from the fluorophore linker lengths. The dyes attached to both ends of the short DNA molecules used for calibration point towards opposite directions adding an extra 1.5 nm to the total length. However, secondary structures of our RNA molecules predicted by mFOLD showed that in the case of the RNA molecules, dyes point mainly in opposite directions as well (Fig. 5.17). Therefore subtracting 1.5 nm to inter-dye distances we obtain an RNA end-to-end distance between 5 to 9.5 nm (range 2).

smFRET histograms of the RNA molecules, are 50% wider than the limits of statistics as we can see in figure (Fig. 5.18a). As in the case of DNA (3.10), dye linker motion on RNA molecules contributes to the width (Fig. 5.18b). However, since the persistence length of ssRNA (2.1 nm at 5 mM MgCl₂ [21]) is much smaller than that of dsDNA, there should be considerable motion of the terminals that intrinsically contributes to the end-to-end separation (considering only the exterior
loop as a ssRNA). The extra broadening can be explained by a motion of the fluo-

![Figure 5.18.](image)

Figure 5.18.: Width of the RNA histograms (circles). It shows the contributions to the width coming from statistics (dotted line), from the motion of the fluorophores within a range of 0.8 nm (red line), the variations in the RNA terminals distance in an end to end distribution (dashed line) and the total width obtained by adding all the contributions (blue line); (a) persistence length of 2.1 nm

rophones through the end-to-end distribution deduced by Thirumalai and Ha [125] for polymers that obeys the worm-like chain model

\[ P(r) = \frac{4\pi Ar^2}{(1 - r^2)^{9/2}} \exp\left(\frac{-4t}{3(1 - r^2)}\right) \] (5.1)

where \( A \) is a normalization constant, \( t \) is the contour length \( L \) in multiples of the persistence length \( L_p \), \( t = L/L_p \), and \( r \) is the end-to-end distance \( R \) normalized to the contour length, \( r = R/L \). Therefore the averaged-FRET efficiency can be obtained by

\[ <E> = \int_0^1 \frac{1}{1 + (rL/R_o)^6} P(r) dr. \] (5.2)

For a value of \( R_o = 8.5 \) nm, a persistence length of \( L_p = 2.1 \) nm, and a length of \( \approx 0.59 \) nm between each nucleotide in the exterior loop, the solution for the integrable Eq. (5.2) for a value of \( <E> = 0.68 \) gives an histograms with a width greater than those we observed (Fig. 5.19). However, by increasing the persistence length \( L_p \) the experimental widths of the RNA-FRET histograms fits well with Eq. (5.2). Therefore the narrower widths measured indicate a higher rigidity of the ssRNA exterior loop (Fig. 5.17). The increased rigidity may come from the fact that in most cases the exterior loop, where the ends are located, is anchored by at least two
paired regions (stem-loops) on the mRNA [97] that restrict its movement.

In brief assuming a rigid ssRNA and 0.59 nm separation between nt, we obtain

an exterior loop contour length \( (L) \) equivalent to 11-19 nt for range 1 and 9-16 nt for range 2. If instead we use a persistence length of 2.1 nm and the end-to-end distribution (5.1) we obtain an \( L \) of 19-88 nt for range 1 and \( L \) of 12-46 nt for range 2. We propose that range 2 is the correct one for the comparison and that the persistence length of the exterior loop should be much higher than 2.1 nm to get results consistent with the width of the histograms (Fig. 5.18c). Under these assumptions, all the measured RNA molecules give an \( L \) between 9 to 16 nt, which is consistent with theoretical predictions [93, 97, 107, 109]. In addition, the end-to-end separation is also neither affected by the different structures that an RNA molecule can adopt [126], nor the difference in origin and length of all tested mRNAs.

The length of the majority of conserved proteins found in eukaryotes and prokaryotes species are between 70 and 1500 aminoacids (aa) in length [127–129]. Therefore, in this sense, the range in size of the mRNA molecules we used spans a range of what is
biologically relevant. Because of the short end-to-end separation we found, our results imply that the ssRNA molecules are “effectively circularized” and raise an intriguing question: is the end-to-end distance of RNAs conserved in all forms of life? If so, this structural feature must have played an important role in evolution, for example, in allowing RNA recognition to carry out their functions, a reminiscent that we can find nowadays in riboswitches, mRNA splicing [130] and transcription termination in prokaryotes [128]. However, there are mRNAs that code for exceptionally large proteins, e.g. Titin that is made of 27,000 aa [131]. Certainly, these large mRNAs are of biological significance in cell physiology; we speculate that even these large molecules also adopt similar end-to-end separation distance, since they use the same post-transcriptional and translational machineries.

**Conclusion**

We have measured experimentally the distance between the 5'-3' end terminals of ssRNA molecules of different length and obtained from different sources, a fungus and two viruses. The end-to-end separation of study RNA samples increases slowly in the range between 5.0 to 9.0 nm (9 to 21 links) as we vary the RNA length from 500 to 5500 nucleotides. With these measurements we finally provide the first experimental verification of the physical separation of the ends of long ssRNA molecules. We show that this separation is indeed small and remains fairly constant, independent of the RNA length, with the exception that we do observe a small linear growing trend as the molecular length increases. The result holds in the presence of TE buffer or in 5 mM of MgCl₂, it is independent of the RNA origin and it covers all the biological relevant range of RNA lengths. The fact that the ends of ssRNA molecules are close by indicates that most ssRNA molecules in nature could be effectively circularized, which can lead to an efficient translation as well as to ensure that only complete RNA molecules are translated.
Structural Changes of HIV-1 RNA targets and Cleavage Activity by the *Tt* Ago-RISC

An RNA molecule may coexist in different alternative structures in order to perform different functional roles [132, 133]. For instance, the cIIIm RNA of the bacteriophage lambda was found in two equilibrium structures called the structure A and the structure B. The structure B allows for efficient binding to the 30 S ribosomal subunit, while in the conformation A, the translation initiation region is occluded, thereby preventing the 30 S ribosomal subunit binding [134]. Biebricher et al. [135] found that the small RNA molecule SV11 (115 nt) that is replicated by *Q*β replicase, exists in two major conformations; the metastable multicomponent structure and the native conformation in the form of a rod-like structure. The metastable conformation is a template for *Q*β replicase while the native is not. Other interesting examples have been observed in some RNAs with catalytic activity (ribozymes) [136, 137] and gene-regulatory mRNA domains (riboswitches) [138–141]. Experimental techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance and temperature jump kinetics have provided helpful insights into the details of RNA structure and its conformation [144,145].

As an alternative experimental approach, single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) has emerged to give us new insights on the RNA molecular arrangements [146]. Implementation of smFRET in RNA folding studies has revealed that RNA can fold into multiple conformations with different time rates [146–148], it has no-equilibrium period jumps and tertiary cooperative contact [149, 150]. These results have been generally observed by immobilizing the RNA molecule to a substrate and changing the experimental conditions, for example, magnesium ions concentration. However conformational changes of an RNA secondary structure might also be induced by temperature changing (RNA thermometer [159]) or nucleotide mutations along the native RNA sequence [151]. Nucleotide mutations are common
events in natural systems such as viral RNA, which use this mechanism to elude the host defense system, and therefore ensuring their survival \cite{152}. For example, some RNA-target sequences into HIV-I RNA virus can escape from the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) cleavage by nucleotide substitutions or deletions. The RISC complex is a ribonucleoprotein particle composed of a single-stranded short interfering RNA (siRNA) and an endonucleolytically active Argonaute protein, capable of cleaving mRNAs complementary to the siRNA. It has been proposed that punctual mutations in some region of the RNA sequence leads to an alternative structure of the RNA that occludes the target sequence to the RISC system \cite{153,154}.

In this chapter, we present the results obtained on four small conserved HIV-I RNA target-sequences called T1, T6, Ago-WT and Ago-Mut, in free diffusion single-molecule studies. RNA target T6 is derived from nucleotide substitution in the RNA T1 sequence in such a way that partially exposes its target sequence to a small interference RNA termed Pol \cite{151}. RNA target Ago-Mut is obtained from a punctual mutation in the RNA Ago-WT sequence. RNA Ago-WT sequence is on the genomic HIV-I viral \textit{Nef} gene. Here we observed that the RNA target T6 shows three peaks in the FRET signal at room temperature and the population of each peak changes with temperature. In contrast RNAs T1, Ago-Mut and Ago-WT show only one component. To analyze how the target RNA structures influence the cleavage activity by RISC, we incubated the target RNAs with a RISC system containing in its core an Argonaute protein (\textit{Thermus thermophilus} Argonaute, \textit{TtAgo}) and a short single-stranded interference RNA (siRNA) either Pol or Nef. Our results reveal that, depending on the point mutation, there is a different accessibility to the target sequence.

\section{Material and methods}

Ribonucleic acids RNA interference Pol (RNAi: 5’-CUGUAUCAUCUGCUCCUGU-3’), target T1 and target T6 were synthesized and purified in a RNase free HPLC (DNA Technologies Inc.). For smFRET experiments, T1 and T6 were also labeled by the vendor with Cy5 and Cy3 fluorophores on the 5’ and 3’ ends, respectively (T1: 5’-Cy5-ACAGGAGCAGAUGAUACGUUCAAGAGACUGUAUCAUCUGCUCCUGUAAU-Cy3-3’; T6: 5’-Cy5-ACAGGAGCAGAUGAUACGUUCAAGAGACUGUAUCAUCUGCUCCUGUAAU-Cy3-3’). For smFRET experiments, T1 and T6 were also labeled by the vendor with Cy5 and Cy3 fluorophores on the 5’ and 3’ ends, respectively (T1: 5’-Cy5-ACAGGAGCAGAUGAUACGUUCAAGAGACUGUAUCAUCUGCUCCUGUAAU-Cy3-3’; T6: 5’-Cy5-ACAGGAGCAGAUGAUACGUUCAAGAGACUGUAUCAUCUGCUCCUGUAAU-Cy3-3’).
6.1. Material and methods

UAUAUGAUACUGUAAU-Cy3-3'). RNA targets Ago-WT (5'-Cy5-AGCAAUCAAC
AAGUAGCAAUACAGCUACCA-CY3-AUGCUUGCUUGGCUUGGCUAGAA
GCACAAGAGG-3') and Ago-Mut (5'-Cy5-AGCAAUCAACAGUAGCAAUACA
GCAGCUACCA-CY3-AUGCUUGCUUGGCUUGGCUAGAAGCACAAGAGGAGG
were also labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 dyes. Interference RNA Nef (5'-UGUGCUUCUAG
CCAGGCAC-3') was provided by T4 Oligo.

The RNA T6 is derived from nucleotide mutation of Cystidine's (C's) to Adeno-
sine's (A's) in the positions C29Δ, C35Δ, C38Δ, C41Δ, and C43Δ upstream of the
RNA T1 sequence (Fig. 6.1). T1 and T6 targets were designed to minimize the
interaction between the fluorophores; the AAU sequence was added to the 3'-end to
separate the donor and acceptor and minimize their interaction. When the RNA is
completely folded, and the 5'-3' ends are in the closest positions, the donor-acceptor

Figure 6.1.: Predicted secondary structures [96] of the RNA HIV-I targets used in
this study. The nucleotides encircled denote the nucleotide substitution.
The target sequence is highlighted by gray. Only in the RNA T1 is
completely occluded the targeted sequence. The red and green circles in
the RNAs represent the Cy5 and Cy3 dyes respectively.
distance remains significant (∼ 5 nt) as is shown in figure 6.1. The RNA Ago-Mut is derived from the RNA Ago-WT by an A-to-G substitution at nucleotide G35Δ upstream of the target sequence as is indicated in figure 6.1. Wild-type Argonaute from *T. thermophilus* (*TtAgo*) was obtained in the laboratory of Prof. Joel Stavans as described previously in reference [158], with appropriate modifications in the protocol. The full-length Argonaute was expressed in BL21 (DE3) cells cultured in LB medium during an overnight induction period at 20 °C with 0.4 mM IPTG at an OD600=0.6. Cells were harvested and frozen in liquid nitrogen. After thawing, cells were resuspended in 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 0.5 M NaCl, 20 mM Imidazole, 1 mM EDTA, complete proteinase inhibitor (Roche), and lysed by sonication. After centrifugation (40,000 × g, 1 hr), the supernatant was filtered and loaded onto a Ni²⁺ affinity column (HiTrap chelating HP, GE Healthcare) that was equilibrated with 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 0.5 M NaCl, 20 mM Imidazole. Argonaute was eluted with the same buffer containing 0.5 M Imidazole. The protein was then applied to a size exclusion column equilibrated with 25 mM Tris pH 7.5, 0.5 M NaCl and 10 mM DTT (HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 75, GE Healthcare).

6.1.1. Temperature controller device

To carry out smFRET experiments at different temperatures, the capillary tube sample container was placed on top of a copper holder connected to a Peltier element (Fig. 6.2). A control module (Mod. ITC133, Thorlabs, NJ, USA) fed the Peltier element. The temperature of the sample was monitored at all times using a thermocouple micro-probe (Model HH21, Omega, CT, USA). The temperature of the sample was controlled within ±0.1 °C in the range between 4 and 70 °C. The average background signal increased from 2 to 4 photons/ms when going from room temperature to 45 °C.

6.2. Results and Discussions of the RNA targets T1 and T6

The results of smFRET performed with the RNA targets separately at room temperature (27 °C) are shown in Fig. (6.3). The Gaussian fit to the RNA T1 gives a mean
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Figure 6.2.: Temperature controller device built for single-molecule FRET experiments at different temperatures. From left to right; the copper holder with the Peltier element, the controller module, and the digital thermometer.

FRET efficiency of $E = 0.96 \pm 0.05$ and a Full-Width at High Maximum (FWHM) $= 0.06 \pm 0.002$. The data could indicate the presence of only one RNA T1 secondary structure and, according to equation (1.9), the structure has its terminals in close proximity, in good agreement with the secondary structure predicted by RNA Vienna (Fig. 6.1). The FRET histogram for the RNA T6 (Fig. 6.3), in contrast, is much wider and indicates the presence of several peaks. Deconvolution of the FRET histogram shows the presence of three peaks, indicating the presence of three or more coexisting RNA T6 secondary structures. The percentage of molecules in

Figure 6.3.: FRET histograms of the RNA HIV-1 based targets T1 and T6 measured at room temperature ($27 ^\circ C$).
6.2. Results and Discussions of the RNA targets T1 and T6

Each state was obtained by determining the area of each distribution. The first state assigned as $P_1$, has a mean energy transfer efficiency of $E = 0.955 \pm 0.03$ and covers $40.5 \pm 5\%$ of the total molecular population. The second state, called $P_2$, corresponds to a transfer energy efficiency $E = 0.82 \pm 0.07$ and covers a molecular population of $48.2 \pm 10\%$. The third state, called $P_3$, with a mean transfer energy efficiency $E = 0.44 \pm 0.01$, covers $11.2 \pm 2\%$ of total detected molecular population. The first state $P_1$ has similar mean FRET efficiency to that of RNA T1. It is probably, then, that this $E$ value is originated from the minimum free energy secondary structure predicted by RNA Vienna (Fig. 6.1). The other two states, $P_2$ and $P_3$, correspond to different RNA T6 configurations that have the two fluorophores further apart. To explore the possible configurations of RNA T6 that explain the above observations, we ran the RNA T6 sequence in the RNAsubopt package of RNA Vienna [96]. Figure (6.4) shows the lowest energy suboptimal RNA configurations of RNA T6. From these predictions we can immediately observe that the first three states contain the 5’-3’ ends in similar close proximity to the lower energy secondary structure. Then the measured FRET efficiency $E = 0.955$ cannot be assigned directly to the minimum free energy secondary structure of RNA T6, rather to the set formed by the first three suboptimal RNA T6 structures. To obtain an estimate of the mean FRET efficiency originated by each suboptimal RNA T6 structure, the exterior loop of each structure was modeled as a semi-flexible ssRNA chain of contour length $L$. 

![Figure 6.4: Lowest energy suboptimal RNA T6 structures determined by RNAsubopt](image-url)
and persistence length \( l_p = 2.1 \) nm, but rigid and immobile within the fluorescence lifetime of the dyes burst. Then the FRET efficiency for each RNA T6 structure was determined through the end-to-end distribution \[ E = \int_0^1 \frac{1}{1 + (rL/R_o)^6}P(r)dr. \] (6.1)

For a value of \( R_o = 5.4 \) nm for the pair of dyes Cy5-Cy3 [157], and a length of \( l_{nt} \approx 0.59 \) nm between each nucleotide in the exterior loop, the mean FRET efficiencies obtained by equation (6.1) for the suboptimal RNA T6 structures (Fig. 6.4) are summarized in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length L (nt)</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>(&lt; E &gt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I, II, III</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Mean FRET efficiencies for the lowest energy RNA T6 suboptimal structures from Fig. (6.4) determined by the end-to-end distribution

From these data, the measured FRET efficiency \( E = 0.82 \) could correspond to the set of suboptimal secondary structures IV and VI, while structure VII could be the contributing to the FRET efficiency peak at \( E = 0.44 \). These estimated FRET efficiencies do not change much for values of \( R_o \) ranging from 5.2 nm to 5.8 nm, nucleotide distance from 0.59 to 0.63 nm and persistence length between 1.9 and 2.6 nm. The results indicate that both RNAsubopt and the worm-like chain model may adequately describe our measured FRET efficiencies. We only consider the seven lowest energy configurations, but many more are possible. In order to determine the influence of temperature on the observed RNA T6 and T1 structures at room temperature, we additionally performed single molecule FRET of RNA T6 and T1 at 13.1, 36.7 and 44.3 °C. FRET histograms are showed in Fig. 6.5. The table 2 summarized the mean FRET efficiencies and FRET areas derived from the above FRET histograms (Fig. 6.5) only for RNA T6.
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Figure 6.5.: FRET histogram of the RNA T6 and the RNA T1 obtained at different temperatures. Blue line is the sum of three or two Gaussian distributions. Red, black an green lines is the contribution of each individual Gaussian distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp °C</th>
<th>$E_1$</th>
<th>$E_2$</th>
<th>$E_3$</th>
<th>$A_1%$</th>
<th>$A_2%$</th>
<th>$A_3%$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.002</td>
<td>32.8 ± 8</td>
<td>38.1 ± 13</td>
<td>29 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.009</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.007</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.005</td>
<td>31.3 ± 10</td>
<td>39.2 ± 12</td>
<td>22.9 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.84 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.002</td>
<td>55.87 ± 12</td>
<td>34.2 ± 11</td>
<td>10.87 ± 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Average FRET efficiency, $E$, and FRET areas from a fit to a sum of three Gaussian distributions for the measured FRET efficiency histograms of RNA T6 (Fig. 6.5).

From data in table 2 we can observe that mean FRET efficiencies assigned to states $P_1$, $P_2$ and $P_3$ of RNA T6 always appear but its concentration changes with temperature. A more clear evidence of this behavior is showed in figure (6.6). $P_1$ decreases significantly by increasing the temperature, from about 57% at 13.1 °C to about 1.1% at 44.3 °C. In contrast, the fraction of RNA T6 molecules in the $P_3$ state is favored when the temperature increases; at the lowest temperature it has a
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Figure 6.6.: Populations of RNA T6 observed as a function of temperature. $P_1$ decreased by increasing the temperature while $P_3$ increased. $P_2$ changes slightly in the temperature range. The curves are only a guide of the data.

Low molecular population close to 0%, while at the highest temperature its molecular population grew significantly to about 30%. The behavior of $P_2$ as function of temperature remains fairly constant. Furthermore, at the highest temperature one new RNA T6 conformation appears with about 12% of the total molecular population. From the above analysis the behavior of RNA T6 is similar to an RNA thermometer. RNA thermo-sensors has been under investigation for many years in order to understand how they modulate translation efficiency of an mRNA according to the ambient temperature [160].

On the other hand, FRET histograms of RNA T1 performed at the different temperatures do not show great change in mean FRET efficiency (Fig. 6.5). This implies that the distance of separation between the dyes remains in close proximity such as is depicted in the predicted secondary structure of RNA T1.
6.3. Structural Stability of the RNA Targets Ago-WT and Ago-Mut at Different Temperatures

Figure 6.7 shows the RNA FRET histograms obtained for AgoMut and AgoWT at different temperatures. Two Gaussian distributions give a good fit to the data. Table 3 summarized the fit parameters. The transfer efficiency obtained does not change much from 12 to 37°C for Ago-Mut (Fig. 6.7). However, at 44 °C, the FRET area associated with nonzero mean FRET efficiency decreases together with an increase of the FRET area with FRET efficiency near zero (Fig. 6.7). Assuming that the small hairpin (5 bp) of AgoMut structure at 44 °C opens (Fig. 6.1), the distance between Cy5-Cy3 dyes will be around 32 nt. Then, for a distance of ≈ 0.59 nm between each nt, and a ssRNA persistence length ≈ 2.1 nm, the end-to-end distance (Eq. 6.1) for a contour length $L = 32$ nt, gives an averaged FRET efficiency of $<E> ≈ 0.09$. Therefore, we propose that the increased population at $E = 0$ for AgoMut at 44 °C, is due to the disruption of the 5 bp small hairpin.

![Figure 6.7. FRET histograms obtained from single-molecule counts of RNAs Ago-Mut and Ago-WT at different temperatures.](image-url)
6.4. Target RNA-interaction with mini-RISC System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AgoMut</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>FWHM1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>FWHM1</th>
<th>AgoWT</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>FWHM1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>FWHM1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.05±0.01</td>
<td>0.06±0.01</td>
<td>0.21±0.014</td>
<td>0.15±0.001</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.05±0.009</td>
<td>0.06±0.001</td>
<td>0.16±0.005</td>
<td>0.12±0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.06±0.001</td>
<td>0.06±0.001</td>
<td>0.22±0.006</td>
<td>0.11±0.02</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.05±0.006</td>
<td>0.05±0.001</td>
<td>0.15±0.001</td>
<td>0.13±0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.03±0.001</td>
<td>0.03±0.001</td>
<td>0.29±0.006</td>
<td>0.09±0.005</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.01±0.003</td>
<td>0.04±0.001</td>
<td>0.24±0.003</td>
<td>0.12±0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.01±0.009</td>
<td>0.04±0.001</td>
<td>0.27±0.004</td>
<td>0.11±0.01</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.02±0.001</td>
<td>0.05±0.005</td>
<td>0.15±0.005</td>
<td>0.09±0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Average FRET efficiency, $E$, full width at half maximum (FWHM) parameters from a fit to a sum of three Gaussian distributions for the measured FRET efficiency histograms of RNAs AgoWT and AgoMut (Fig. 6.7).

In the case of AgoWT (Fig. 6.7), note that the histograms are very similar at all temperatures. However the FWHM increase as a function of temperature. It is probable that a higher temperature the stem of 3 bp in AgoWT structure opens (Fig. 6.1) causing variations in distance between dyes. But this effect will not cause great variations in the mean FRET efficiency due to its small distance contribution to the separation of the Cy5-Cy3 dyes. Nevertheless, the disruption of the stem of 11 bp will provides a distance of separation between Cy5-Cy3 of length $L = 32$ nt. If this is the case, then according to Eq. 6.1, the population close to zero efficiency would increase but the FRET histogram data does not show that behavior.

6.4. Target RNA-interaction with mini-RISC System

For FRET dicing experiments, we prepare several mini-RISC systems following the next reaction: 500 nM of Ago were incubated for 30 min at 55 °C with 500 nM either siRNAs Pol or Nef in reaction buffer (10 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl and 5 mM of MgCl$_2$). After that 400 nM of RNA target (WT, WT6, AgoWT or Ago-Mut) were added to the above mixture (mini-RISC with siRNA Pol was used to cleavage RNA targets WT and WT6 and mini-RISC containing siRNA Nef was used for RNA targets Ago-WT and Ago-Mut) in addition to 4U of RNase Inhibitor, Murine (NEB). The incubation was continued for 60 min at 37 °C or 44 °C followed by phenol extracted. For FRET measurements, the mini-RISC RNA targets reactions were diluted to the picomolar range in reaction buffer. Figure (6.8) shows the FRET histograms derived from the mini-RISC RNA target interactions. Under the experimental conditions, the smFRET histograms show that for AgoWT (Fig. 6.8) at 37 °C and 44 °C the energy transfer efficiency peak decreases significantly
Figure 6.8.: FRET histograms from the experiments with the mini-RISC-RNA targets. The dashed line is the FRET fit of RNA targets without RISC complex.

compared to the intact AgoWT (see histogram of Figs. 6.7), while the population at about zero efficiency increases. If these effects are associated with RISC cleaved activity, then according to Eq. 6.1 the distance between Cy5 and Cy3 dyes in RNA fragments derived from cleaved activity of RISC, should be greater than $L = 28$ nt.

Figure 6.9 shows the most probably RNA cleaved structures derived from the cut of mini-RISC on targets AgoMut and AgoWT, respectively. In both cases, the dye molecules remain on one of the diced pieces, so we still have FRET signal. However, the energy transfer efficiency should be different for AgoWT, especially if the two stems S1 and S2 can open-up; in this case, the distance between Cy5 and Cy3 is greater than 30 nt, therefore the energy transfer efficiency must be close to zero such as is showed in Fig. 6.8. For Ago-Mut, the transfer efficiency could be similar to that of the uncleaved molecule, but as the case of AgoWT if the two stems S1 and
6.5. Gel Electrophoresis Shift Assays

S2 can open-up the energy transfer efficiency should be close to zero.
For the RNA T1 and RNA T6, if the mini-RISC cleaves them, there should be practically no energy transfer because the dyes will be located in different pieces of the diced RNA. However for RNA T6 the FRET histograms show a small peak located at about 0.3 efficiency which indicate that there are small amount of unknown RNA T6 structures that keeps the distance of separation of Cy5 and Cy3 around $R = R_o((1 - E)/E)^{1/6} \approx 6$ nm. In the case of the RNA T1 the FRET histograms also show a great amount of cleavage by the mini-RISC. At 44 °C almost all RNA molecules are cleavage while at 37 °C there is significant amount of intact RNA T1 molecules since there is energy transfer efficiency at 0.94.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Figure 6.9.: Minimum free energy secondary structures of the cleaved RNAs pieces by the mini-RISC system from (A) Ago-WT and (B) Ago-Mut. Donor (Aceptor) position is labeled by a green (red) circle

### 6.5. Gel Electrophoresis Shift Assays

To perform tests in gel shift assays, the mini-RISC 5'-3'-labeled target reactions were stopped in loading buffer (25% glycerol, 0.5% SDS, 50 mM EDTA) and 10 µg Proteinase K; incubated for 30 min at 45 °C; after heat denaturation (65 °C, 2 min); phenol extracted; and then, were loaded directly onto an 8 % nondenaturing polyacrylamide TBE gel run at 4 °C using 70 V for 1 hour, then scanned at 546 nm. Figure 6.10 shows the cleavage activity assay of the mini-RISC system on denaturing polyacrylamide gels, where lanes 1, 4, 7 and 12 correspond to the labeled RNAs Ago-MUT, Ago-WT, T6 and T1 respectively, as controls. The activity of mini-RISC on
RNA Ago-MUT both 44 °C (lane 2) and 37 °C (lane 3) shows some amount of cleaved activity but a small amount of the intact RNAs target still remain, also in good agreement with the smFRET experiments. The cleaved activity on RNA Ago-WT at 37 °C (lane 5) and 44 °C (lane 6) shows a great amount of RNA cleaved such as in the case of RNA target T6 at 37 °C (lane 8) and 44 °C (lane 9). These results agree with the FRET data. However RNA target T1 do not shows a great amount of RNA cleaved both 37 °C (lane 11) and 44 °C (lane 10) of incubation. This last result does not match well with smFRET data (Fig. 6.8).

![Electrophoresis gel for mini-RISC-RNA labeled targets reaction products.](image)

Figure 6.10.: Electrophoresis gel for mini-RISC-RNA labeled targets reaction products. See text for details.

**Conclusion**

Ribonucleic acids are some of the most important biomolecules of life. Its dynamic mechanisms by which they acquire different structural conformations are extremely important, not only in our understanding of their biological function but also for expanding the field of possible RNA therapy applications. Experimental and simulation results suggest that the RNA folding process have multiple conformations that can even have catalytic activity. These conformational changes may arise from changes in the thermodynamical conditions, such as temperature or ionic strength, as well as from mutations. Here, we show that by introducing mutations into otherwise perfect, small HIV-1 based RNA targets can results in the formation of various conformational coexisting secondary structures. The population on different conformations changes with temperature. Furthermore, we conclusively show that some
of these secondary structures, even at physiological temperature, expose their target sequence allowing the binding of the RISC complex and subsequently cleavage.
Labview algorithm
Matlab algorithm for analysis of FRET-data

Step 1

clear
data=dlmread (Folder name\file name.txt ); Load FRET data file in format .txt

sdata=max(size(data)); return the largest value of data
bin0=data(2:sdata,1); To data reading from line 2 (Time)
det10=data(2:sdata,2); To data reading from line 2 (donor counts)
det20=data(2:sdata,3); To data reading from line 2 (acceptor counts)
sbin=max(size(bin0)); Maximum number of reading data

Find bins with counts too high electric noise and erase

level0=1e7; Fix upper limit
for ja=sbin:-1:1 Reading all data
if det10(ja)>level0 | det20(ja)>level0 Conditional
det10(ja)=[]; deleting time bin
det20(ja)=[]; deleting donor bin
bin0(ja)=[]; deleting acceptor bin end
end

Defining detectors as number of photons
unfoton=1000;
det1=det10/unfoton;
det2=det20/unfoton;
suma1=det1+det2; Sum of total photon counts from both channels (This sum is compared with threshold)

Considers only the donor and acceptor sum counts above some threshold
leveld=; 
sbin2=max(size(suma1)); 
suma2=suma1 
det1b=det1 
det2b=det2 
binb=bin0; 
for ja=sbin2:-1:1 reading all data 
if suma2(ja)<leveld conditional to eliminate counts-sum below of the threshold
suma2(ja)=[]; sum reading
binb(ja)=[]; time bin deleting
det1b(ja)=[]; donor bin deleting
det2b(ja)=[]; acceptor bin deleting
end
end
suma2=det1b+det2b; new sum from bins which where above the threshold

**Subtracting the background of bins above the threshold**

leveld=; To define a background in D-channel
sbin3=max(size(det1));
det1c=det1;
for ja=sbin3:-1:1
if det1c(ja)>leveld
det1c(ja)=[]; sum reading
end
end
ruido1=mean(det1c);
det1b=det1b-ruido1;
leveld=; To define a background in A-channel
sbin4=max(size(det2));
det2c=det2;
for ja=sbin3:-1:1
if det2c(ja)<leveld
    det2c(ja)=[];
end
end
ruido2=mean(det2c);
det2b=det2b-ruido2;
sumat=det1b+det2b;

Computing FRET efficiency

    Effi=det2b./sumat;
dlmwrite('Unit:\directory\file name',Effi); Write Effi in a file
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